Thursday, May 16, 2019
Welcome to the ACREL News & Notes! It is published throughout the year and features articles on
substantive areas, noteworthy cases and hot topics, upcoming meetings, ACRELive presentations and Fellow
and local ACREL events.
We welcome your suggestions! Send ideas to David Gordon, dgordon@wilentz.com
--ACREL Communications Committee

Whoa, it’s already May! Time flies and, sometimes, things change. Even things you never expect to
change, like Jill Pace as our Executive Director. Double whoa! (But, do know that Julie and Caitlin have
been doing a superb job keeping the trains running, and on time.)
La Quinta. As 205 of you (and 91 guests) know (great turnout for a spring meeting location like this one
that’s a bit harder to get to), in La Quinta at the end of March we had great weather, great food and wine
(having the main event at dinner on Friday, following the initial test in New Orleans, seems to have been
well-received again), great company, and an overall great time, starting on Thursday with a great Special
Session: Out with the Old, In with the New? – Evaluating the Costs and Benefits of Gentrification.
And that was just the start of a great program that Jack Fersko and the Programs Committee (and
predecessor Programs Committee planners) put on. Terri Simard and Jane Smith put on a great
workshop on “Unconscious Bias” which about 50 of us benefited from greatly.
And we had a great (okay, last one) time saying goodbye to Jill Pace, to honor her 32 years of leading the
College. (Some of the things below happened/were announced at La Quinta, too.)

MSC. As presaged in my March message, Bill Sklar reported to us in La Quinta that the Member
Selection Committee recommended to the Board of Governors -- and the BOG approved – the admission
into the College of 47 distinguished, collegial lawyers. And . . . nineteen (40%) are women and the
average age is 52 (wahoo!). This outstanding result is the culmination of important, collaborative work
between the MDC and MSC -- we owe them our gratitude. Of course, the rest of us played an important
role, and we must continue to do so. Please schedule some time with yourself in the next few weeks –
maybe an adult beverage nearby would enhance the experience – to think about possible candidates,
whether to introduce to the MDC or to jump straight to MSC. Importantly – even though you can’t
nominate or otherwise be directly involved with someone in your own firm, you can get the ball started,
whether at MDC or via another Fellow willing to take up the mantle.
Member Engagement Task Force. In La Quinta, this hard-working group (led for the past 1+ year by
Ray Truitt and Michael Goodwin) delivered recommendations on possible ways to improve member
engagement in the College. Their 5 recommendations touched on the following areas: (1) raising early
with new candidates the substantive committees they might have an interest in, so we can respond
promptly after their admission; (ii) more intentional orientation for new Fellows, both at the two meetings
(for the first-time attendees) and at local/regional meetings held soon after the Spring admission; (iii)
improvement of the mentoring role; (iv) consideration of some manner of meeting discounts; and (v)
consideration of a variety of things to improve committee activities and associated member involvement.
Transition. The flip side to saying goodbye to Jill is saying hello to “life after Jill.” Yes, a daunting
thought after all this time. But, as noted above, I can assure you that Caitlin and Julie have the bit and are
running ahead in good form (I think I need some manner of John Nolan metaphor or aphorism here.) As
part of taking this generational opportunity to assess staffing and support, etc., and with Roger Winston’s
leadership, the Executive Committee agreed with a recommendation that ACREL engage an outsourced,
part-time bookkeeper, a notion that was fully-endorsed by Jill, Julie, and Caitlin who met with the
bookkeeper earlier this week. Among the benefits should be state-of-the art controls and coverage of
important, necessary things, freeing Julie and Caitlin to responsively handle other ACREL business to
carry out the mission of the College.
As part of this transition, the Executive Committee decided that we should take a “fresh eyes” opportunity
to see what other trade groups and associations are doing for staffing and paid management support.
Peter Aitelli has graciously agreed to lead that effort with a small working group. There are no
predetermined outcomes (e.g., from the beginning, we said that we would not knee-jerk default to
“finding a replacement for Jill,” though that’s a possibility). Stay tuned.
Committees. This time ‘tween meetings is important for our Substantive Committees, who have a
tradition of great leadership and important activities during this several-month period. I look forward to
hearing about some of that. Please feel free to share things you all do with the broader College, where
you think that would be useful.
LinkedIn. With the summer travel season approaching, this is a great time to post messages and
photographs to ACREL’S LinkedIn page (yes, it is a bit annoying that you can only post one photo per
message). Post ‘em when you get home from your trip, so the bad guys don’t know you’re gone. (Jay,
I’m tryin’ . . .)
Montreal Meeting. With only a few details left to finalize, we’re ready for all of you to come to
Montreal for the Fall meeting. Adam Weissburg is leading the charge for the Programs Committee, and
it’s going to be a fantastic meeting. Please note save the date and other information elsewhere in this
issue.

Sponsors. When you’re on that second adult beverage thinking about potential new members, also think
about potential new sponsors. And existing sponsors you know well enough to whom to say “thank you”
in your own special way. Having and keeping our sponsors is a value proposition, our side of which is
making the sponsorship valuable to the sponsors. Please help us care for and feed them.
All the very best to each of you and your families!

It is with great sorrow we inform you of the passing of a Fellow of the College.
Our thoughts are with his family, friends and colleagues.

Craig S. Biesterfeld
St. Louis, MO
November 6, 1954 -May 20, 2019
ACREL Fellow since 2000

David E. Schwager
David Schwager will become president-elect of the Pennsylvania Bar Association at the conclusion of the
association’s Annual Meeting, May 17, in Lancaster. He will become the association’s 2020-21 president.
Schwager was inducted into ACREL as a New Fellow in 2018.

Jane Snoddy Smith
Jane Snoddy Smith was featured in the April Issue of Law 360 for her thoughts on the global perspectives and
trends showcased at Marché International des Professionnels d'Immobilier, a recent international property
conference in France. To read more click here (you must have a Law 360 subscription.)

Gordon Tanner
As many of you know, faithful meeting attendees, Gordon and Julie Tanner, have embarked on a new
adventure in New Zealand, where Gordon has taken a position with their church. They have started a blog,
where you can follow along on their adventures.

Pamela L. Westhoff

On May 30, Pam Westhoff will be honored at the Los Angeles County Bar Association Real Property Section's
Installation and Awards Dinner. She is being receiving an award, recognizing her as an "Outstanding Real
Estate Attorney." The dinner will take place at Hotel Indigo in Los Angeles.

Have you recently received an award? Been published? Presented at a conference?
Share with us today on the ACREL LinkedIn group!

2019 Mid-Year Meeting: La Quinta

What a great meeting in La Quinta - a fun time was had by all who made the trek out to the desert in
March. Thank you to all of our speakers and attendees for making this such a great meeting! Click here to view
the La Quinta photo gallery. If you have any other pictures that you'd like to share, please email
cdmcintire@acrel.org.

ACREL Gatherings

Many Fellows gathered at the ACREL/RPTE Reception in Boston, during ABA/RPTE's Spring
Symposium. Thank you to Frank Burt of Boston Properties, Inc. for arranging the space. What a
great turnout!

ACRELive!
Game On: The Delaware LLC Act Amendments Are in Play!
June 11 @ 1:00 pm EST

More information coming soon! No registration is required.

ALI Presents: Commerical Real Estate Leases 2019
June 13-14, 2019 | In-Person and Webcast

In collaboration with American Law Institute Continuing Legal Education (ALI CLE), ACREL is offering a
special discount for Fellows and their colleagues who attend ALI CLE’s Commercial Real Estate Leases
2019, June 13-14, 2019, in Boston or by video webcast. This course teaches you how to stay a step ahead and
fine-tune your skills and techniques in a world of changing markets, evolving leases, and advancing
technology.

Register for this in-person course or full webcast online, and save $300 off the regular tuition when you use
coupon codeACRELCA017 at checkout (Valid on new registrations only; may not be combined with other
offers, including group discounts.)

We encourage you to take advantage of this special offer and to share the savings with a colleague! If you
have any questions, please contact Jaimee Taibi at jtaibi@ali-cle.org.

Opinions Reports Continued: U.C.C.
At long last! The report on (and named) Uniform Commercial Code Opinions in Real Estate
Finance Transactions is being published in Volume 53 No. 2 of the Real Property, Trust &
Estate Law Journal (Fall, 2018, cited as 53 REAL PROP. TR. & EST. L.J. 163), to be available to
ABA Section members in print form about mid-April 2019. A copy of the U.C.C. Report, as it
appears in the Journal, will be posted in the ACREL Attorneys’ Opinions Committee website in
a downloadable form. The goal of the report is to provide a knowledgeable basis for opinions
and fair warning about matters beyond its scope.
The U.C.C. Report follows the Real Estate Finance Opinion Report of 2012 and the report, Local
Counsel Opinions in Real Estate Finance Transaction, is a project of ACREL and the ABA
RPTE Section committees and the American College of Mortgage Attorneys (“Joint Drafting
Committee”). The purpose of the U.C.C. Report is to provide a picture of customary and
acceptable opinion practice in real estate financing, working through a Joint Drafting Committee.
The American College of Commercial Finance Lawyers was actively involved in reviewing and
commenting on the U.C.C. Report as it progressed, and the ACCFL has given its approval of the
report as issued.
The 2012 Report did not encourage giving U.C.C. opinions, and avoided discussion of them.
Development of a resource on U.C.C. opinions for real estate lawyers has been in process since
work on the Local Counsel Report began in 2013. We set out to de-mystify and de-“mythify”
opinion practice in real estate finance transactions that involve important collateral and to help
the real estate practitioner understand which a security interest may be subject to U.C.C.
provisions.
The U.C.C. Report discusses creation, attachment, and perfection of security interests in “real
estate collateral” to which the U.C.C. applies: (i) fixtures, as-extracted collateral, timber to be cut
and (ii) personal property such as FF&E to remain non-fixtures. The U.C.C. report includes a
lengthy discussion of deposit account and investment property security interests. The Illustrative
Opinion Letter provided with the Local Counsel Report is supplemented with many specific
assumptions and opinions suggested by the U.C.C. Report text added.
In the course of its preparation the U.C.C. Report received an extensive deal of review,
comment, and contribution by members of the sponsoring groups’ committees, many of whom
have active and advanced practices in U.C.C. matters. Although an opinion preparer will not
become an expert in commercial finance by reading this report alone, the reader will understand
when and how to provide– or not – and review opinions in transactions with U.C.C. collateral
encountered in real estate finance. Additionally, an opinion preparer will have reference to other
resources for further knowledge and skills.
Bill Dunn served as Reporter and principal author of the U.C.C. Report, with assistance of Steve
Weise and Marshall Grodner, as contributing reporters. Ed Levin and Scott Willis, were coeditors. Ken Jacobson provided significant drafting commentary and suggestions for the
Illustrative Opinion Letter.

Liquidated Damages in California Commercial Real Estate
Danna Kozerski and Alan Gennis, Coblentz Patch Duffy & Bass1, San Francisco, CA
This article is part of the project undertaken by ACREL’s Acquisitions Committee to
analyze on a state-by-state basis the alternative remedies available to sellers for breach of a
commercial real estate purchase contract.2 This article summarizes California law as to each of
the questions posed by the Committee.
I.

May the seller choose specific performance instead of liquidated damages (so that
liquidated damages are not an exclusive remedy)?

Most contracts for the purchase and sale of commercial real estate governed by California
law provide for liquidated damages for the buyer’s breach of its obligation to purchase. Most of
those contracts provide that the recovery of liquidated damages is the seller’s exclusive remedy
for such a breach. When a contract for the purchase and sale of commercial real estate in
California provides for liquidated damages for the buyer’s breach, but does not specify that
liquidated damages are the seller’s exclusive remedy, California law is clear that a seller may
choose specific performance instead of liquidated damages. As stated in Witkin’s Summary of
California Law:
[A] liquidated damage provision does not deprive the seller of his or her election
to seek specific performance rather than damages . . .3
Two California statutes support this conclusion -- the first providing that contracts may be
specifically enforced, even if the damages have been liquidated for its breach, and the second
providing that nothing in California’s liquidated damages statute4 (discussed in detail in Section
V) affects a party’s right to obtain specific performance:
▪

Cal. Civ. Code §3389: “A contract otherwise proper to be specifically enforced, may
be thus enforced, though a penalty is imposed, or the damages are liquidated for its
breach, and the party in default is willing to pay the same.”5

▪

Cal. Civ. Code §1680: “Nothing in this chapter affects any right a party to a contract
for the purchase and sale of real property may have to obtain specific performance.”6

The Law Revision Commission Comments (hereinafter the Commission’s Comments) to
California’s liquidated damages statute note that “Section 1680 makes clear that this chapter
1

The research and analysis of Krista DeGroot of Pircher, Nichols & Meeks LLP, the research assistance from our
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Id. § 3389.
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[governing the liquidation of damages] does not affect the rule under existing California law that
the right of the seller to obtain specific performance of a contract for the purchase of real
property is not affected by the inclusion in the contract of a provision liquidating the damages to
the seller if the buyer defaults on his agreement to purchase the property.”7
II.

May the seller choose actual damages instead of liquidated damages (so that
liquidated damages are not an exclusive damage remedy)?

California’s liquidated damages statute sets forth the requirements for a valid liquidated
damages provision in a real estate contract, but does not expressly address whether, assuming the
contract does not provide that liquidated damages are the seller’s exclusive remedy, a seller
would have the right to choose between liquidated damages specified in such a contract and the
seller’s actual damages. There also does not appear to be any legislative commentary or reported
California cases that directly address the enforceability of an optional liquidated damage
provision in a commercial real estate contract.
The Statute
As discussed in more detail in Section VI, under California’s liquidated damages statute,
a provision in a commercial real estate contract liquidating damages for breach is valid unless the
party seeking to invalidate the provision establishes that the provision was “unreasonable under
the circumstances existing at the time the contract was made.”8 The former statute provided that
the parties to a contract may agree upon a liquidated damages amount only when “it would be
impracticable or extremely difficult to fix the actual damage.”9 Under that statutory regime, it
would have been reasonable to assume that a valid liquidated damages clause would be a seller’s
sole and exclusive remedy because such a clause was intended to allow parties to “know with
reasonable certainty the extent of liability for a breach of the agreement” as noted in Better Food
Markets v. American Dist. Tel. Co 10 In 1977, the California legislature repealed the thenexisting liquidated damages statute, however, and replaced it with the current statute, which no
longer explicitly requires that it be “impracticable or extremely difficult to fix the actual
damage.” Rather, as discussed in more detail in Section VI, the current statute simply requires
that a liquidated damages provision be reasonable under the circumstances existing at the time
the contract was made. As such, the current California liquidated damages statute would likely
be interpreted differently by a court today than the prior statute was in Better Food Markets; and,
therefore, whether a seller could choose actual damages instead of liquidated damages is an open
question. Certainly, a provision in a real estate contract permitting a seller to choose between
liquidated damages or actual damages is not expressly prohibited by the current statutory regime.
The Commentary
The 1976 annual report of the California Law Revision Commission (hereinafter the
Commission’s Report) recommended revisions to the liquidated damages statute based on its
findings that liquidated damages clauses are useful and should be encouraged, particularly when
ANN. REP., 13 CAL. L. REVISION COMM’N 1601, 1758–1759 (1976).
CAL. CIV. CODE § 1671(b) (West 2019).
9
CAL. CIV. CODE § 1671 (1872) (amended by 1977 Cal. Stat. 718).
10
Better Food Mkts. v. Am, Dist. Tel. Co., 40 Cal. 2d 179, 184 (1953).
7
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the contracting parties had relatively equal bargaining power.11 Based on those
recommendations, the California legislature modified the liquidated damages statute in 197712,
eliminating the requirement for enforceability that the actual damages be “impracticable or
extremely difficult to fix”, and imposing only a requirement that a liquidated damages clause be
“reasonable under the circumstances at the time the contract was made”. In making its
recommendations, the Law Revision Commission did not expressly take a position on whether a
contract having an enforceable liquidated damages provision could allow a seller to choose
between the amount of liquidated damages stated in the contract and the actual damages suffered
by the seller.13
The Case Law
There are two reported cases which may support a California court honoring the parties’
agreement to provide an aggrieved party an option to pursue actual damages or to receive
liquidated damages. In Royer v. Carter, a contract for the purchase of a residential property
provided for a deposit and stated that “should the purchaser fail to pay the balance of the
purchase price, or fail to complete the purchase, as herein provided, the amount paid hereon may,
at the option of seller, be retained as consideration for the execution of this agreement by
seller.”14 Citing the liquidated damages statute, the court stated:
The retention of the deposit was not … inconsistent with plaintiff's right to elect
to hold defendant responsible for damages. Independently of any rights she may
have had under the option clause itself … plaintiff had the alternative right to
retain the down payment as a setoff against her actual damages… Her retention of
the money was consistent with the choice of either remedy. Since she informed
defendant of her intention to hold defendant liable for actual damages, if the later
did not perform the contract, and since her conduct was not inconsistent with the
election of that remedy, the trial court was justified in finding that the ‘deposit
was retained by her to apply on damages sustained by reason of defendant’s
breach of contract.’15
Although citing the liquidated damages statute in its ruling, the court in Royer did not
evaluate whether the parties intended to liquidate damages or if the contract language constituted
See ANN. REP., 13 CAL. L. REVISION COMM’N 1601, 1740–1741 (1976). The Commission’s Report relied heavily
on a background study of liquidated damages provisions prepared for the Law Revision Commission by Justin
Sweet. Justin Sweet, Liquidated Damages in California, 60 CAL. L. REV. 84 (1972). The Commission’s Report
citing the Sweet Article noted that parties include liquidated damages provisions to avoid costs, difficulty and delay
in proving damages in court; that parties may avoid perceived inequities of the normal rules of damages; that
liquidated damages provisions may provide an incentive to perform if there is certainty as to damages; and that
liquidated damages provisions should be encouraged where parties have equal bargaining power.
12
ANN. REP., 13 CAL. L. REVISION COMM’N 1601, 1739 (1976). The Commission’s Report was adopted by the
Legislature without change, Guthman v. Moss, 150 Cal. App. 3d 501, 510 (1984), and is therefore given substantial
weight when interpreting Section 1671.
13
But see Sweet, supra note 11, at 143 (“[O]nly in those rare cases where the trial judge is confident that the
evidence will clearly establish the actual damages with minimal expenditure of judicial effort should the [liquidated
damages] clause not be enforced.”).
14
37 Cal. 2d 544, 546 (1951).
15
Id. at 547.
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a valid liquidated damages provision. It is worth noting that the contract language did not use
the words “liquidated damages.” It provided that the deposit “may, at the option of seller, be
retained as consideration for the execution of this agreement.” Entered into in 1948 prior to the
liberalizing 1977 amendments, the liquidated damages statute in effect at the time of the Royer
contract permitted enforcement of a liquidated damage clause only where actual damages “would
be impracticable or extremely difficult to fix.” The Royer court may have glossed over the
deficiencies of the contract as including a valid liquidated damages provision since the seller was
pursuing actual damages. The Sweet Article (upon which the Law Revision Commission relied
heavily) details the contracting practice at the time the Royer contract was executed when sellers
sought to retain deposits by declaring them as “earned consideration” or “separate consideration
for entering into the contract” as a means to get around the strict liquidated damages statute and
disfavored treatment of liquidated damages by some courts.16 If the seller in Royer had sought to
retain the deposit as liquidated damages, the court may have reached a different ruling given
unfavorable treatment under existing case law of the “consideration-for-entering-the-contract
fiction.”17 With this background, reliance on the Royer decision as supporting an optional
liquidated damages provisions is questionable.18
Another ruling by a California court may provide support for upholding an optional
liquidated damage provision – although not in the purchase and sale context. In El Centro Mall,
LLC v. Payless ShoeSource, Inc.,19 the contract at issue was a commercial lease that included a
term providing that, if the tenant failed to operate its business in accordance with the lease, the
landlord would be entitled to “an additional charge” that constituted a “liquidated sum
representing the minimum damages which Landlord is deemed to have suffered.”20 The
additional charge was “without prejudice to Landlord’s right to claim and prove a greater sum of
damages.”21 The tenant argued that the damages provision was an unenforceable penalty and
that the provision did not accurately represent a forecast of damages and was therefore
unreasonable at the time it was made.22 The tenant did not argue that the provision was an
invalid optional liquidated damages provision. Without passing on that specific issue, the court
upheld the liquidated damages provision as generally valid. It is unclear, however, whether the
court would have allowed the landlord to seek actual damages in excess of the liquidated sum.

16

Sweet, supra note 11, at 95–100.
Id. at 97–99; see also Caplan v. Schroeder, 56 Cal. 2d 515 (1961).
18
See Silver Star Alpine Meadows Dev. v. Quinlan, No. A145358, 2016 WL 6649201, at *3–*4(Cal. Ct. App. Nov.
10, 2016) (noting that a clause permitting release of a deposit to seller as a “genuine pre-estimate of damages” upon
termination of the contract was not a liquidated damages clause as the buyer attempted to argue); but see Ravenstar
v. One Ski Hill Place, 401 P.3d 552, 557 n.5 (Colo. 2017) (the Colorado Supreme Court stating: “Other courts have
similarly turned to freedom of contract principles to determine that granting a non-breaching party a contractual
option to pursue liquidated damages does not waive the party's option to alternatively pursue other remedies, even if
the remedies were not specifically preserved in the contract.”); see, e.g., Royer, 37 Cal. 2d at 548 (holding that the
presence of a liquidated damages clause did not prevent the seller from seeking actual damages because the buyer
“did not enter into the contract under the mistaken belief that the clause giving an optional remedy to [the seller]
also limited [the buyer’s] liability”). The statement by the Ravenstar court that the contract in Royer included a
liquidated damages clause is disputable as discussed in this article.
19
174 Cal. App. 4th 58 (2009).
20
Id. at 61.
21
Id.
22
Id.
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III.

If the seller may choose liquidated damages or actual damages, may it have both?

If a California court were to permit a seller to choose between liquidated damages and
actual damages, it would not permit a seller to recover both because such payment would
constitute a penalty. 23
IV.

If the seller may choose liquidated damages or actual damages, but not both, when
must it decide?

If the Royer decision supports a seller’s option to elect liquidated damages or actual
damages, it is not instructive as to when such election must be made. Royer states that "plaintiff
had the alternative right to retain the down payment as a setoff against her actual damages” and
“the retention of the money was consistent with the choice of either remedy.”24 This language
addresses the right to retain the deposit as liquidated damages or as a set off against actual
damages, but does not state when the seller must choose. In the El Centro Mall decision, since
the court did not address whether the liquidated damages clause at issue constituted an optional
liquidated damage clause or otherwise permitted the pursuit of additional damages, there was no
discussion in the opinion as to the timing for making such elections.
V.

Is there an applicable statute addressing liquidated damages clauses?

California liquidated damages law is codified in Title 4.5 of the California Civil Code.
The general rule is stated in Section 1671. Sections 1675, et seq. specifically govern a buyer’s
default25 in real estate contracts. Section 1676 sets forth the requirements for valid liquidated
damages provision in commercial26 real estate purchase contracts :
Except as provided in Section 1675, a provision in a contract to purchase and sell
real property liquidating the damages to the seller if the buyer fails to complete
the purchase of the property is valid if it satisfies the requirements of Section
1677 and the requirements of subdivision (b) of Section 1671.
The specific requirements of Sections 1677 and 1671(b) are discussed in Section VI.
VI.

What is the test for a valid liquidated damages clause?

As provided in California Civil Code Section 1676, to be valid, a liquidated damages
clause must satisfy the requirements of Sections 1677 and Section 1671(b).

23

See McGuire v. More-Gas Invs., LLC, 163 Cal. 3d 225 (2013).
Royer, 37 Cal. 2d at 547.
25
If a contract contains a provision providing liquidated damages for a seller’s defaults, the enforceability of that
provision is governed by the general rule stated in Section 1671. Civil Code Section 1679 expressly provides: “This
chapter [sections 1675, et seq.] applies only to a provision for liquidated damages to the seller if the buyer fails to
complete the purchase of real property. The validity of any other provision for liquidated damages in a contract to
purchase and sell real property shall be determined under Section 1671.”
26
Liquidated damages provisions applicable to a buyer’s default under residential contracts are governed by Civil
Code section 1675.
24

Section 1671(b)
The more substantive of the two sections – Section 1671(b) – provides that a liquidated
damages provision in a commercial real estate contract is valid “unless the party seeking to
invalidate the provision establishes that the provision was unreasonable under the circumstances
existing at the time the contract was made.” The liquidated damages statute of the 1872 Civil
Code provided a more stringent standard for enforcement which was subsequently amended in
1977. Prior to the 1977 amendments, the Civil Code permitted enforcement of a liquidated
damages provision only where the actual damages “would be impracticable or extremely difficult
to fix.”27 The courts expanded the 1872 statutory provisions to add a requirement that, at the
time the contract was entered into, “the sum agreed upon represented a reasonable endeavor to
ascertain what such damages would be.”28 In 1977, the California legislature adopted the Law
Revision Commission’s recommendations set forth in the Commission’s Report which amended
Section 1671 effective as of July 1, 1978 and adopted a general rule favoring the enforcement of
liquidated damages provisions except with respect to consumer matters. 29 The court in
Krechuniak v. Noorzoy citing Ridgley v. Topa Thrift & Loan Association30 summarized the
amendments to the statute:
In Ridgley v. Topa Thrift & Loan Assn [full citation omitted], the California
Supreme Court explained: “California law has ... long recognized that a provision
for liquidation of damages for contractual breach ... can under some
circumstances be designed as, and operate as, a contractual forfeiture. To prevent
such operation, our laws place limits on liquidated damages clauses. Under the
1872 Civil Code, a provision by which damages for a breach of contract were
determined in anticipation of breach was enforceable only if determining actual
damages was impracticable or extremely difficult. (1872 Civ. Code, §§ 1670,
1671.) As amended in 1977, the Code continues to apply that strict standard to
liquidated damages clauses in certain contracts (consumer goods and services, and
leases of residential real property (§ 1671, subds. (c), (d)), but somewhat
liberalizes the rule as to other contracts: ‘[A] provision in a contract liquidating
the damages for breach of the contract is valid unless the party seeking to
invalidate the provision establishes that the provision was unreasonable under the
circumstances existing at the time the contract was made.31
Despite the liberalizing of the rules for commercial real property contracts effective as
July 1, 1978, many liquidated damages clauses in commercial real estate contracts continue to
recite an acknowledgement by the parties that the seller’s actual damages in the event of a failure
to consummate the sale due to a buyer’s default would be impracticable or extremely difficult to
determine.
Other factors identified in the Commission’s Report for determining whether a liquidated
damage provision is reasonable include the relationship that the contract damages bear to the
27
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range of harm that reasonably could be anticipated at the time of the making of the contract , the
relative equality of the bargaining power of the parties, whether the parties were represented by
lawyers at the time the contract was made, the anticipation of the parties that proof of actual
damages would be costly or inconvenient, the difficulty of proving causation and foreseeability,
and whether the liquidated damages provision is included in a form contract.32
Section 1677
The other statutory requirement for a valid liquidated damages clause—Section 1677—
sets forth mechanical requirements for the execution and print size of a liquidated damages
provision. The requirements apply only to provisions for liquidated damages “to the seller if the
buyer fails to complete the purchase.” The liquidated damages provision is invalid unless it “is
separately signed or initialed by each party to the contract” and, if included in a printed contract,
it “is set out either in at least 10-point bold type or in contrasting red print in at least eight-point
bold type.” The Commission’s Comments to Section 1677 explain that the purpose of the
execution and the print requirements is to make it more likely that the parties will appreciate the
consequences of the liquidated damages provision.33
VII.

Who has the burden of proof?

The party with the burden of proof is the party seeking to invalidate the liquidated
damages provision.34
VIII. As of when is “reasonableness” tested?
The reasonableness of a liquidated damages provision is determined by “the
circumstances existing at the time the contract was made.”35 The Commission’s Comments to
Section 1671(b) support this forward-looking test:
The subdivision limits the circumstances that may be taken into account in the
determination of reasonableness to those in existence “at the time the contract was
made.” The validity of the liquidated damages provision depends upon its
reasonableness at the time the contract was made and not as it appears in
retrospect. Accordingly, the amount of damages actually suffered has no bearing
on the validity of the liquidated damages provision.36
The recommendations in the Commission’s Report reinforces this intent:
Reasonableness should be judged in light of the circumstance’s confronting the
parties at the time of the making of the contract and not by the judgement of
hindsight. To permit consideration of the damages suffered would defeat one of
ANN. REP., 13 CAL. L. REVISION COMM’N 1601, 1751–1752 (1976).
But see Guthman, 150 Cal. App. 3d at 501 (interpreting the requirements of section 1677 to be solely for the
protection of the buyer).
34
CAL. CIV. CODE § 1671(b) (2019).
35
Id.
36
ANN. REP., 13 CAL. L. REVISION COMM’N 1601, 1751 (1976).
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the primary purposes of liquidated damages which is to avoid litigation of the
amount of actual damages.37
IX.

What percentage of the purchase price is likely acceptable as liquidated damages?

For commercial real estate contracts, there is no safe harbor or cap on the percentage of
the purchase price that would satisfy the “reasonableness test” under the California liquidated
damages statute.38 In practice, the liquidated damages amount is usually the amount of the
deposit, but there is no customary percentage of the purchase price for the deposit amount.
X.

Are actual damages relevant for liquidated damages and, in particular, will
liquidated damages be allowed when there are no actual damages?

Under California law, actual damages should not be relevant in determining whether a
liquidated damages provision is valid. Section 1671(b) of the Civil Code requires liquidated
damages to be a reasonable estimate of damages "under the circumstances at the time the
contract was made." As such, the “amount of damages actually suffered has no bearing on the
validity of the liquidated damages provision.”39
If valid under the “reasonableness test” of Section 1671(b), liquidated damages should be
available even if there are no actual damages. However, one California case potentially supports
a contrary view. In Kuish v. Smith,40 the buyers contracted to purchase a home for $14,000,000
and made two deposits totaling $620,000 toward the payment of the purchase price. The buyer
later cancelled the contract and the sellers thereafter quickly sold the home for $15,000,000. The
contract did not contain a liquidated damages provision but did describe the deposits as “nonrefundable.” The sellers sought to retain the deposit arguing that the use of the term “nonrefundable” entitled them to do so. The Kuish court held that permitting the sellers to retain the
deposit would result in an unlawful “forfeiture” and explained:
In the context of a rising market, which was the circumstance of the instant case,
an interpretation of the nonrefundable term of the agreement as precluding the
return of plaintiff's deposit above and beyond any damages suffered by defendants
as a result of plaintiff's breach would render that provision unenforceable. As
discussed ante, “ ‘any provision by which money or property would be forfeited
without regard to the actual damage suffered would be an unenforceable penalty.’
”41
The holding of Kuish court would likely be different if the contract expressly provided that the
deposits were liquidated damages.
37

Id. at 1742.
In residential real estate contracts, if the amount paid as liquidated damages does not exceed 3% percent of the
purchase price, it is valid “to the extent actually paid unless the buyer establishes that the amount is unreasonable.”
CAL. CIV. CODE § 1675(c) (West 2019). If the amount paid exceeds 3%, it “is invalid unless the party seeking to
uphold the provision establishes that the amount actually paid is reasonable.” Id. § 1675(d).
39
ANN. REP., 13 CAL. L. REVISION COMM’N 1601, 1751 (1976).; Hong v. Somerset Assocs., 161 Cal. App. 3d 111,
115 (1982).
40
181 Cal. App. 4th 1419 (2010).
41
Id. at 1429.
38

XI.

Is mitigation relevant for liquidated damages?

If actual damages have no bearing on the validity of liquidated damages, then the seller’s
attempt or lack of attempt to mitigate its damages should be irrelevant (although potential
mitigation steps that are apparent at the time of the contract may be taken into account in
determining what is reasonable).
XII.

Is a “Shotgun” liquidated damages clause enforceable?

There is no reported California case that specifically addresses a “shotgun” clause in
which a seller is permitted to receive liquidated damages for any default by a buyer under a real
estate contract, whether or not such default is material. Because of the “reasonableness test” of
the California liquidated damages statute, a “shotgun” clause would likely not be enforceable for
an immaterial breach. Permitting liquidated damages for an immaterial breach would be
unreasonable since “it bears no reasonable relationship to the range of actual damages that the
parties could have anticipated would flow from [such] breach.”42
XIII. Does a liquidated damages clause preclude recovery of attorneys’ fees by the seller?
A liquidated damage clause does not preclude recovery of the attorneys’ fees. Most
commercial real estate contracts include a provision giving a prevailing party the right to
payment of its attorney fees by the defaulting party and many expressly carve out from the
liquidated damages amount the payment of such fees. In Zlotoff v. Tucker, a California court
upholding a liquidated damages provisions in a real estate contract awarded attorneys’ fees.43

42
43

Ridgley, 17 Cal. 4th at 977.
Zlotoff v. Tucker, 154 Cal. App 3d 988, 995 (1984).
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Liquidated Damages Clauses in
Commercial Real Estate Contracts in Connecticut
Kent S. Nevins and Gregory P. Muccilli, Shipman & Goodwin LLP1, Stamford, CT

Connecticut enjoys a long history of judicial consideration of liquidated damages clauses,
dating back to the 1817 case of Riley v. Hartford Ins. Co., where the Connecticut Supreme Court
stated that “. . . it is in the nature of liquidated damages, to prevent the necessity of proving them
. . .”.2 While Connecticut courts have differed as to the parity between the construction of
residential real estate purchase contracts and commercial real estate purchase contracts generally,3
it appears that liquidated damages clauses in the context of real estate purchase contracts, whether
residential or commercial, are treated the same under basic principles of contract law, drawing
heavily upon cases that do not concern real estate. In Hanson Development Co. v. East Great
Plains Shopping Center, Inc.,4 a case concerning the purchase of commercial real estate, for
example, the Connecticut Supreme Court cited to an employment contract case, 5 a sale of goods
contract case,6 and others, as did the Connecticut Supreme Court in HH East Parcel, LLC v. Handy
and Harman, Inc.,7 a commercial real estate purchase contract case. Chandlery at Essex, Inc. v.
Schonberger,8 a commercial real estate purchase contract case in the Connecticut Superior Court,
heavily cited Vines v. Orchard Hills, Inc.,9 a Connecticut Supreme Court case concerning a
residential real estate purchase contract. Similarly, residential real estate purchase cases such as
Peterson v. McAndrew10 and Echevarria v. Proto11 relied upon Norwalk Door Closer Co. v. Eagle
Lock & Screw Co.,12 a case concerning a contract for the sale of goods. As such, this article
necessarily considers cases concerning liquidated damages clauses with respect to residential real
estate purchase contracts.
1.

May the seller choose specific performance instead of liquidated damages (so that
liquidated damages are not an exclusive remedy)?

1

This article is for informational purposes only and is not intended to be and should not be taken as legal advice. In
addition, this article is the statement by the authors only and does not necessarily reflect the views of Shipman &
Goodwin LLP, any of its other attorneys, or its clients. The authors are grateful to Jessica Colin-Greene for her
research assistance.
2
2 Conn. 368, 372 (1817).
3
See, e.g., Enfield Retail Properties, LLC v. Camel Fitness, Inc., 2016 WL 3003143, at *9 (Conn. Super. Ct. May 16,
2016) (considering “subtle nuance” in case law regarding a lessee’s breach of lease for commercial real estate in the
liquidated damages context); Holeva v. M & Z Assocs., Inc., 1998 WL 956359, at *5 (Conn. Super. Ct. Nov. 9, 1998)
(acknowledging a split among superior courts with regard to whether the Connecticut Unfair Trade Practices Act is
“applicable to a single transaction involving real estate” in the same way as it is applicable to commercial real estate
transactions).
4
195 Conn. 60 (1985).
5
See Berger v. Shanahan, 142 Conn. 726 (1955).
6
See Norwalk Door Closer Co. v. Eagle Lock & Screw Co., 153 Conn. 681 (1966).
7
287 Conn. 189 (2008).
8
2010 WL 2926212 (Conn. Super. Ct. June 3, 2010), at *1.
9
181 Conn. 501 (1980).
10
160 Conn. App. 180 (2015).
11
2008 WL 4416039, at *1 (Conn. Super. Ct. Sept. 15, 2008).
12
153 Conn. 681 (1966).
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Connecticut courts have not directly addressed the question of whether a seller may choose
specific performance instead of liquidated damages, thereby disrupting the exclusivity of
liquidated damages as a remedy. The answer, therefore, must be gleaned from several relevant
holdings. For example, in Hanson, the issue of whether the seller could have chosen specific
performance instead of liquidated damages was only peripheral; the Court focused its discourse
with respect to liquidated damages as to whether intent existed between the parties to liquidate
damages when contracting for the relevant property. 13 The seller argued that the trial court abused
its discretion in denying the seller its request to amend its counterclaim to seek specific
performance in addition to actual damages.14 The Court, having found a valid liquidated damages
clause, concluded that the seller could not seek actual damages.15 The Court then found that the
trial court did not abuse its discretion in refusing to allow amendment of the complaint to add the
remedy of specific performance because “[t]here is nothing in the record to indicate why the
additional relief was not requested when the counterclaim was first filed. More than eight years
passed from the time the complaint was filed to the time when the seller sought to amend its
counterclaim and the date set for retrial was rapidly approaching.”16 The Court did not consider
the question of whether the seller could otherwise have sought specific performance instead of
liquidated damages, if not for the seller’s untimeliness. In other words, while the Court
emphatically noted that the seller was precluded from seeking actual damages because of the valid
liquidated damages clause, it did not make the same point vis-à-vis specific performance.
Some further clarity is provided by the Connecticut Superior Court in Willert v. Russo17,
which concerns a purchaser’s breach of a residential real estate purchase contract where the seller
sought both consequential damages and specific performance.18 Here, the Court rejected the
seller’s arguments for consequential damages and for specific performance because the language
of the contract unambiguously provided for liquidated damages as the seller’s sole remedy.19 The
operative language in the contract was as follows:
If the Buyer fails to perform the provisions hereof, the Seller may deem this
Agreement to be at an end, in which event the deposit made by the Buyer hereunder
shall be forfeited by the Buyer and retained by the Seller as liquidated damages for
Buyers’ breach hereof.20
The court did not analyze whether, upon principle, the seller could have chosen specific
performance if not for the unambiguous contract language when it held:
13

195 Conn. at 64-65.
Id. at 63.
15
Id. at 66.
16
Id. at 67.
17
2009 WL 1532376, at *1 (Conn. Super. Ct. May 4, 2009).
18
Id. at *3.
19
Id. at *4.
20
Id. at *3.
14
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The seller’s remedy is limited to the liquidated damages as provided in the Contract.
It is well established that a vendor may not retain a stipulated sum as liquidated
damages and also recover actual damages. Having contracted to accept liquidated
damages upon the buyers’ breach, he cannot seek further monetary damages nor
is he entitled to specific performance.21
Accordingly, based upon the holdings in the above-referenced cases and the results
reflected in the responses to Question 2 and Question 10, below, it is reasonable to presume that,
in Connecticut, where a valid liquidated damages clause affords a seller only one remedy, or where
no other remedy is specified, the seller cannot choose a remedy other than liquidated damages
pursuant to the contract at issue. If, however, a contract provides for a choice between liquidated
damages and some other remedy, the seller may make a choice as to which remedy it would prefer;
but, it may not choose both. Further evidence of this conclusion may be found in the matter of
Francis T. Zappone Co. v. Plymouth Commons Realty Corp., where the Connecticut Superior
Court held valid a clause providing that, in the event of the purchaser’s breach, the seller may
choose to terminate the contract and then elect either liquidated damages or other remedies at
equity or law.22 Question 2, below, provides a further discourse of the Court’s findings in Zappone.
2.

May the seller choose actual damages instead of liquidated damages (so that
liquidated damages are not an exclusive damage remedy)?

When both actual damages and liquidated damages are available to a seller pursuant to a
contract, courts in Connecticut will generally allow the seller to choose one remedy or the other
remedy, but not both remedies.23 It is well-settled in Connecticut that “a seller may not retain a
stipulated sum as liquidated damages and also recover actual damages.”24 If, however, a contract
contains a clause which provides the seller a choice between either liquidated damages or actual
damages, the seller may choose one or the other.25 In Zappone, the operative clause read as
follows:
DEFAULT: In the event that the BUYER shall fail to perform any of the obligations
and duties as provided in this agreement, then this agreement may, at the option of
the SELLER, be terminated and SELLER shall have the right to elect to either
retain any payments made thereunder as liquidated damages subject to the rights
21

Id. at *5 (internal citation omitted; emphasis added).
2004 WL 238308, at *40 (Conn. Super. Ct. Jan. 22, 2004), modified on reargument, 2004 WL 1891014 (Conn.
Super. Ct. July 28, 2004), aff'd, 99 Conn. App. 175 (2007).
23
See Zappone, 2004 WL 238308, at *40 (finding that the seller could choose between actual and liquidated
damages, but could not have both).
24
Hanson, 195 Conn. at 64; see Camp v. Cohn, 151 Conn. 623, 626 (1964) (“If the agreement were construed as
imposing a penalty, it would be unenforceable, but the plaintiff would be entitled to recover her actual damages.”);
Chandlery, 2010 WL 2926212, at *3 (stating same as Hanson and Camp).
25
See Zappone, 2004 WL 238308, at *9, *40.
22
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of the Brokers/Agents or to seek whatever remedy may be available under equity
or law to recover damages resulting from BUYER'S default.26
The court did not analyze the clause at length, but merely reiterated that the clause was
valid because the seller could choose either one remedy or the other remedy, but not both
remedies.27
3.

If the seller may choose liquidated damages or actual damages, may it have both?

Under Connecticut law, it is not permissible for the seller to be afforded both liquidated
damages and actual damages if given the opportunity to choose. “[A] seller may not retain a
stipulated sum as liquidated damages and also recover actual damages.”28 A seller may, if the
contract so provides, have one or the other,29 but not both.30
4.

If the seller may choose liquidated damages or actual damages, but not both, when
must it decide?

Connecticut courts have not spoken directly to an exact timeframe for choice of damages
in the event that both liquidated damages and actual damages are available, but cases reviewed
that allowed for such a choice appear to allow for such a choice at various times following the
breach. Based upon the Court’s decision in Zappone, it appears that the seller may choose the
remedies of liquidated damages or actual damages following the time of the breach. As previously
noticed above, the relevant clause provided that, in the event of the purchaser’s breach, the seller
may choose to terminate the contract and then elect either liquidated damages or other remedies at
equity or law.31 The seller was not obligated, by the terms of the clause, to choose any sooner than
the time of the breach. If, however, the clause were to provide liquidated damages as the seller’s
sole remedy, the choice would have been made at the time that the contract was entered into due
to the fact that, as previously discussed, a valid liquidated damages clause precludes a seller from
seeking actual damages (or, perhaps, another remedy).32
5.

Is there an applicable statute addressing liquidated damages clauses?

There does not appear to be an applicable statute addressing liquidated damages clauses in
the real estate purchase contract context in Connecticut. There is a statute addressing liquidated
damages clauses in personal property sales contracts, however, which reflects the general

26

Id. at *9 (emphasis added).
Id. at *40.
28
Hanson, 195 Conn. at 64.
29
Zappone, 2004 WL 238308, at *40.
30
Chandlery, 2010 WL 2926212, at *3.
31
Zappone, 2004 WL 238308, at *40.
32
Hanson, 195 Conn. at 64.
27
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principles applied in real estate purchase contract case law, as referenced above. Article 2, Section
718 of the Uniform Commercial Code as adopted in the State of Connecticut provides:
Damages for breach by either party may be liquidated in the agreement but only at
an amount which is reasonable in the light of the anticipated or actual harm caused
by the breach, the difficulties of proof of loss, and the inconvenience or
nonfeasibility of otherwise obtaining an adequate remedy. A term fixing
unreasonably large liquidated damages is void as a penalty.33
6.

What is the test for a valid liquidated damages clause?

Connecticut case law consistently provides that the test for a valid liquidated damages
clause requires the establishment of three conditions: “(1) the damage which was to be expected
as a result of a breach of the contract was uncertain in amount or difficult to prove; (2) there was
an intent on the part of the parties to liquidate damages in advance; and (3) the amount stipulated
was reasonable in the sense that it was not greatly disproportionate to the amount of the damage
which, as the parties looked forward, seemed to be the presumable loss which would be sustained
by the contractee in the event of a breach of the contract.”34
As to the first factor, expected damages include those the seller suffered through loss of
the bargain, incidental damages, and also “less quantifiable costs arising out of retention of real
property beyond the time of the originally contemplated sale.”35 Regarding the second factor’s
intent requirement, a liquidated damages clause need not expressly refer to “liquidated damages.”36
The provision must simply, upon a factual inquiry, reflect the parties’ intention to represent a
specific sum that the parties agreed in good faith would constitute damages in the event of a
breach.37 The third factor is discussed in more detail in the response to Question 8, below.
7.

Who has the burden of proof?

A breaching party seeking to repudiate a liquidated damages clause bears the burden of
proving that the agreed upon sum is excessive to the extent that it is an impermissible penalty.38
8.

As of when is “reasonableness” tested?

33

Conn. Gen. Stat. § 42a-2-718(1) (2019).
HH East Parcel, LLC, 287 Conn. at 205 (2008); Hanson, 195 Conn. at 64–65 (1985).
35
Zappone, 2004 WL 238308, at *45 (quoting Vines, 181 Conn. at 512).
36
Hanson, 195 Conn. at 65 (finding intent where the clause was not explicitly characterized as a liquidated damages
clause).
37
Id.
38
Chandlery, 2010 WL 2926212, at *4; Zappone, 2004 WL 238308, at *44; see Vines, 181 Conn. at 511 (“the burden
of persuasion about the enforceability of the clause naturally rests with its proponent”).
34
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In Zappone, the Connecticut Superior Court drew upon principles expounded in the
seminal Connecticut Supreme Court liquidated damages cases Norwalk Door Closer Co. v. Eagle
Lock & Screw Co.39 and Vines v. Orchard Hills, Inc.40 in stating:
[W]hen called upon to enforce a presumptively valid liquidated damages clause in
a contract, the Court must evaluate not only the apparent reasonableness of the
contract when it was entered into, but the reasonableness of the results to which it
leads at the time and in the circumstances of its attempted enforcement.41
Consequently, a defaulting party may offer evidence showing that a non-willful breach
caused either no damages, or damages substantially less than the stipulated sum.42 It should be
noted, however, that when assessing the breaching party’s claim of loss, “the trier of fact may not
consider changes in the value of the property between the time of breach and the time of trial.”43
The exception as to such change in value is due to the seller being entitled to the benefits
attributable to a rising market.44
9.

What percentage of the purchase price is likely acceptable as liquidated damages?

“A liquidated damages clause allowing the seller to retain 10 percent of the contract price
as earnest money is presumptively a reasonable allocation of the risks associated with default.”45
The presumption is, however, rebuttable.46
10.

Are actual damages relevant for liquidated damages and, in particular, will
liquidated damages be allowed when there are no actual damages?

Actual damages are, for the most part, relevant with respect to the determination of
liquidated damages. Courts will generally not enforce an otherwise valid liquidated damages
provision “upon a finding that no damages whatsoever ensued from the particular breach of
contract that actually occurred.”47 Enforcement of a liquidated damages provision where no actual
damages were found by a court would result in the unjust enrichment of the non-breaching party.48
39

153 Conn. at 689.
181 Conn. at 513.
41
2004 WL 238308, at *42 (internal quotations omitted).
42
Id.
43
Id. at *43.
44
Id. (citing Vines, 181 Conn. at 513-14).
45
Vines, 181 Conn. at 512; Peterson, 160 Conn. App. at 196–97; see also Zappone, 2004 WL 238308, at *45 (stating
same and finding valid liquidated damages clause where seller retained less than 7% of the gross sales price).
46
Vines, 181 Conn. at 512-13 (“The purchaser, despite his default, is free to prove that the contract, or any part thereof,
was the product of fraud or mistake or unconscionability . . . [or] that his breach in fact caused the seller no damages
or damages substantially less than the amount stipulated as liquidated damages”); Chandlery, 2010 WL 2926212, at
*4.
47
Vines, 181 Conn. at 511; Peterson, 160 Conn. App. at 196; Chandlery, 2010 WL 2926212, at *4; Echevarria, 2008
WL 4416039, at *1 (Conn. Super. Ct. Sept. 15, 2008).
48
Echevarria, 2008 WL 4416039, at *1.
40
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The Connecticut Supreme Court, in Norwalk Door Closer Co. v. Eagle Lock & Screw Co.,
explained:
[E]quitable principles will be invoked to deny recovery when the facts make it
apparent that no damage has been suffered. The principle is based on justice and
fairness. The probable injury that the parties had reason to foresee is a fact that
largely determines the question whether they made a genuine pre-estimate of that
injury; but the justice and equity of enforcement depend also upon the amount of
injury that has actually occurred.49
Essentially, the entire premise upon which the contracted sum was based disappears when
the anticipated damage does not occur.50 In such an instance, enforcement of the liquidated
damages clause would be contrary to both justice and the intent of the parties, and the clause would
simply become a penalty.51 Of course, if a liquidated damages clause is found to be a penalty, then
the seller is allowed to recover actual damages so long as they can be proven.52 Conversely, the
purchaser may make a restitutionary claim where the seller has been unjustly enriched by the
deposit received from the purchaser.53
Vines v. Orchard Hills, Inc. is illustrative of how actual damages are considered even where
the liquidated damages clause is found to be valid. In Vines, the purchaser defaulted on a real
estate transaction and, although the seller was entitled to liquidated damages pursuant to a valid
clause within the contract, the purchaser claimed that the seller had suffered no actual damages.54
The purchaser further claimed that the seller had gained a windfall by later reselling the real estate
for double the price, and that the purchaser was therefore entitled to restitution.55 The Connecticut
Supreme Court conducted an extensive analysis of the right of a breaching party to seek restitution,
and concluded that “a purchaser whose breach is not willful has a restitutionary claim to recover
moneys paid that unjustly enrich his seller.”56 In making the claim, the purchaser is required to
prove unjust enrichment, which entails a showing that the damages suffered by the seller are less
than the sum received from the purchaser.57 The Vines Court remanded the case to afford the
purchaser the opportunity to demonstrate that the subject real estate could have been resold, at the
time of the breach, at a price higher than the contract price so as to remove any losses and
compensate for incidental and consequential damages.58 In the alternative, the purchaser would

49

153 Conn. at 688–89 (internal quotations omitted).
Id. at 689-90.
51
Id.; Echevarria, 2008 WL 4416039, at *1.
52
Chandlery, 2010 WL 2926212, at *3 (citing Camp v. Cohn, 151 Conn. 623, 626 (1964)).
53
Greene v. Scott, 3 Conn. App. 34, 39 (1984).
54
181 Conn. at 502, 504.
55
Id. at 503–04.
56
Id. at 509.
57
Id. at 510.
58
Id. at 514.
50
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have an opportunity to prove unconscionability or excuse, thus rendering the liquidated damages
clause unenforceable.59
The liquidated damages case most cited in reference to the occurrence of no actual damages
is Norwalk Door Closer Co. v. Eagle Lock & Screw Co.,60 which, as discussed above, is not a real
estate purchase contract case despite it being cited heavily with respect to real estate purchase
contract cases. In Norwalk Door Closer Co., the Connecticut Supreme Court found that the seller
manufacturer was “continuing its business without having been harmed, and substantially as it did
before the breach,” such that it would have been unjust to permit the seller to recover the liquidated
damages sum of $100,000.61 This was because “equitable principles will be invoked to deny
recovery when the facts make it apparent that no damage has been suffered.”62
In Zappone, the relevant clause in the real estate purchase contract permitted a seller, in the
event of the purchaser’s breach, to elect either liquidated damages or to seek “whatever remedy
may be available under equity or law to recover damages resulting from Buyer’s default.” 63 The
Connecticut Superior Court explained that the clause gave the seller the right to choose one or the
other, but not both.64 The particular clause in the contract gave the seller this right, and was
therefore not the kind of valid liquidated damages clause that provided only for liquidated
damages, thus precluding the recovery of actual damages. Without a clause similar to the one
found in Zappone or, in other words, where a contract provision permits the seller only the right to
liquidated damages (as opposed to permitting either liquidated damages or another remedy), and
where that clause is found to be valid, the seller will not be able to seek actual damages. Clauses
within real estate purchase contracts which provide for liquidated damages often do not reference
actual damages at all. When they are found to be valid, however, they have an automatic preclusive
effect on the seller’s right to seek actual damages.65
11.

Is mitigation relevant for liquidated damages?

Quite simply, “when a contract contains a valid liquidated damages provision, the doctrine
of mitigation of damages does not apply.”66 In Zappone, the Connecticut Superior Court cited the
following language from 24 Williston on Contracts, 4th Ed. § 65:31, to support the proposition
that mitigation does not apply to liquidated damages:

59

Id.
153 Conn. 681 (1966).
61
153 Conn. at 690.
62
Id. at 688–89.
63
2004 WL 238308, at *9 (Conn. Super. Ct. Jan. 22, 2004).
64
Id. at *40.
65
See Hanson, 195 Conn. at 64.
66
Zappone, 2004 WL 238308, at *45; see also Camp, 151 Conn. at 626 (“The defendant's claim that the plaintiff is
not entitled to recover actual damages because of a failure to mitigate damages by extending the time for the
defendant's performance is without merit. The claim would be material only if the agreement provided a penalty and
thus permitted the recovery of actual damages.”).
60
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Since the effect of a stipulated damages provision is to substitute a predetermined
amount for actual damages sustained by the party entitled to relief, the existence of
an enforceable liquidated damages provision has the effect of making the mitigation
of damages irrelevant.67
12.

Is a “Shotgun” liquidated damages clause enforceable?

We have found no case in the State of Connecticut that considers a so-called “shotgun”
liquidated damages clause which, as we understand it, is an “overbroad prohibition” present in a
liquidated damages clause that renders the clause unenforceable as a penalty. 68 As stated above,
courts will generally not enforce an otherwise valid liquidated damages provision upon a finding
that no damages whatsoever ensued from the particular breach of contract that actually occurred.
Enforcement of a liquidated damages provision where no actual damages were found by a court
would result in the unjust enrichment of the non-breaching party.
13.

Does a liquidated damages clause preclude recovery of attorneys’ fees by the seller?

It is unclear whether a liquidated damages clause precludes recovery of attorneys’ fees
outright because the issue has not been extensively analyzed by controlling authority in
Connecticut, though recently the Connecticut Appellate Court, in the 2015 case of Peterson v.
McAndrew, awarded the seller attorneys’ fees in addition to the seller’s recovery pursuant to a
liquidated damages clause.69 The real estate purchase contract at issue in Peterson provided
reasonable attorneys’ fees to the prevailing party with respect to related litigation but did not
explicitly address the relationship between liquidated damages and attorneys’ fees.70 The contract
did not specify that the prevailing party must also have been the party seeking to enforce a material
provision, but rather in more general terms provided for attorney's fees to the prevailing party in
the event that “any litigation” is brought to “enforce any material provision of this Agreement . . .
.”71 Here, the Court stated that the case clearly qualified as “any litigation” which sought the
enforcement of the liquidated damages clause, a material provision of the contract, on which the
defendants prevailed with respect to their claim that it was enforceable in its entirety, as they
successfully defended against the plaintiff’s claim that they had breached the contract by not
delivering good and marketable title as required pursuant to the contract.72
Previous to the Peterson holding, however, the Connecticut Superior Court, in the 2009
case of Willert v. Russo, did not allow the seller to recover attorneys’ fees, even though attorneys’
fees for the prevailing party to an action were provided for in the contract, because:
67

2004 WL 238308, at *45.
Hahn v. Drees, Perugini & Co., 581 N.E.2d 457, 463 (Ind. Ct. App. 1991), holding modified by Dicen v. New Sesco,
Inc., 806 N.E.2d 833 (Ind. Ct. App. 2004).
69
160 Conn. App. at 210.
70
Id.
71
Id.
72
Id.
68
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One of the purposes of providing for liquidated damages is to avoid the delay and
expense of litigation. To compensate a party who has pursued a lawsuit where the
parties have previously agreed to liquidated damages would undermine the validity
of the agreement and defeat the very purpose of stipulating to liquidated damages.73
Both the Peterson and Willert cases concerned similar contract provisions, thereby
precluding any meaningful distinction between them. By way of comparison, the provision in
Peterson which ultimately resulted in the finding against the non-prevailing party with respect to
attorneys’ fees provided:
SELLER's sole and exclusive remedy shall be the right to terminate this agreement
by written notice to BUYER or BUYER's attorney and retain the down payment as
reasonable liquidated damages for BUYER's inability or unwillingness to perform.
. . . Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, in the event of any litigation
brought to enforce any material provision of this Agreement, the prevailing party
shall be entitled to recover its reasonable attorneys' fees and court costs from the
other party.74
The provision in Willert, which did not find against the non-prevailing party with respect
to attorneys’ fees, stated:
If the Buyer fails to perform the provisions hereof, the Seller may deem this
Agreement to be at an end, in which event the deposit made by the Buyer hereunder
shall be forfeited by the Buyer and retained by the Seller as liquidated damages for
Buyers’ breach hereof. In the event of Seller’s default, Buyer may elect to sue for
specific performance or pursue other remedies in law or in equity. In the event that
either party hereunder brings an action against the other party for breach of this
agreement and prevails in such action, the losing party shall pay the prevailing
party’s costs and reasonable attorneys fees, in addition to such other remedies as
may be determined by a court of competent jurisdiction.75
A nearly identical provision was found in a real estate purchase contract in Parker v. Knauf,
where the Connecticut Superior Court held that “[w]here, as in this action, a contract provides for
recovery of attorneys fees by a prevailing party, those fees are recoverable solely as a contract
right and not as damages.”76 The Court therefore permitted the seller to retain the liquidated
damages deposit in addition to recovering reasonable attorneys’ fees.77
73

Willert v. Russo, 2009 WL 1532376, at *10.
160 Conn. App. 194, 210.
75
2009 WL 1532376, at *3.
76
2010 WL 1375564, at *13.
77
Id. at *17; see also Land Group., Inc. v. Palmieri, No. CV065005259, 2009 WL 241687, at *10 (Conn. Super. Ct.
Jan. 5, 2009), aff’d, 123 Conn. App. 84 (2010) (finding same).
74
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14.

Conclusion.

Accordingly, when preparing a real estate purchase contract in Connecticut, a prudent
course of action when representing a seller in such a negotiation would be to include a Zapponestyled liquidated damages provision allowing the seller the choice between liquidated damages
and another remedy, such as actual damages or, potentially, specific performance. While the
several courts of Connecticut are by no means conclusive as to the treatment of such a provision,
current authority indicates that a court will respect the agreement between the parties as to the
seller’s election of remedies (but only with respect to one such remedy).
Given that the election of such remedies would likely take place at the time of the breach
and not upon entering into a contract, the ability to have an election allows the non-breaching party
to make an election in keeping with the current market rather than requiring the characterization
of such remedies immediately upon entering into a contract. Additionally, it is advised that the
liquidated damages provision include an award of attorneys’ fees and costs (in addition to a
separate provision concerning an award of attorneys’ fees and costs to the prevailing party to a
litigation), as is a severability clause in the event that any such provision would be considered
unenforceable by a court.
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Liquidated Damages in Illinois Commercial Real Estate
Purchase and Sale Agreements*
Mark D. Yura, DLA Piper LLP (US), Chicago, IL
In 2018, the Acquisitions Committee of the American College of Real Estate Lawyers
(“ACREL”) undertook a state-by-state analysis of liquidated damage remedies in real estate
purchase and sale agreements, prompted by the holding in Ravenstar, LLC v. One Ski Hill Place,
LLC, 401 P.3d 552 (Colo. 2017). In Ravenstar, the Colorado Supreme Court upheld a clause,
contained in five separate contracts to acquire to-be-built condominium units, providing the seller
with an option to choose between liquidated damages and actual damages.
Ravenstar departed from what was considered to be largely settled precedent, i.e., that an
option to elect either liquidated or actual damages would invalidate an otherwise valid liquidated
damages clause. After all, if a liquidated damages provision represents an effort to pre-agree to a
certain recovery of damages where actual damages are difficult to ascertain, mustn’t the right to
seek actual damages undermine the foundation upon which the liquidated damages remedy is
based?
Stevens A. Carey, the chair of the Acquisitions Committee of ACREL, recently examined
that and various other questions in connection with liquidated damages in real estate purchase and
sale agreements in “Liquidated Damages in a Real Estate PSA”: a Closer Look” – The Practical
Real Estate Lawyer, January 2019. Steve’s article was motivated by certain questions arising from
the holding in Ravenstar but quickly evolved to constitute a welcome and broad overview of how
different jurisdictions have considered the liquidated damages remedy. More specifically, Steve’s
article focused on thirteen distinct questions relating to liquidated damages.
Those same questions are the subject of this article, which attempts to analyze them under
Illinois case law. It is hoped that, together with the Carey article, this article will provide
practitioners representing parties to Illinois real estate purchase and sale transactions with a more
nuanced understanding of the implications of their advice and drafting.
Not surprisingly, the enforceability of liquidated damage provisions has long perplexed
Illinois courts. As stated in one of the landmark cases, “[t]here is no fixed rule applicable to all
liquidated damage agreements, and each one must be evaluated by its own facts and
circumstances”. Grossinger Motorcorp, Inc. v. American Natl’ Bank and Trust Co., 240 Ill. App.
3d 737 (1992), at 749, citing Likens v. Inland Real Estate Corp. (1989), 183 Ill. App. 3d 461.
In Grossinger, which was cited in Ravenstar disapprovingly, Grossinger (an automobile
dealership) entered into an agreement to purchase unimproved real estate from defendant land
* The author gratefully acknowledges the contribution made by Miranda Stuart of Kirkland & Ellis to the case
research and analysis set forth in this article.
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owners. Purchaser deposited $100,000 as earnest money and the agreement conditioned
purchaser’s closing obligations upon its obtaining rezoning for its intended operations.
Purchaser agreed to act diligently in pursuing the rezoning. After failing to obtain the
necessary rezoning, purchaser delivered notice of termination and sought the return of its earnest
money deposit. When seller refused, purchaser filed a complaint for declaratory and injunctive
relief, seeking the return of its earnest money and reasonable attorneys’ fees, as provided under
the agreement.
Seller counter-claimed, alleging that purchaser failed to act diligently. In its prayer for
relief, seller asked in the alternative for the earnest money or “other remedies at law”, including
the difference between the “value” and contract price of the property and all additional expenses
which might result from a subsequent sale of the property. Grossinger, at 741-742. Three months
later, well before trial, seller amended its prayer for relief, seeking only the earnest money, as
liquidated damages, and attorneys’ fees. Notably, it is was subsequently learned that seller had
resold the property for $1,250,000 more than purchaser had agreed to pay. Id. at 742.
The trial court issued its opinion in seller’s favor. The court held that purchaser indeed had
breached its obligation to act diligently in seeking the rezoning and awarded the earnest money to
seller as liquidated damages. In reaching this result, the court first found that the liquidated
damages provision was enforceable, stating that the earnest money amounted to only about 2% of
the purchase price and that defendant had incurred substantial carrying costs pending the outcome
of the zoning application. Id. at 745. Secondly, the court awarded attorney’s fees in an amount of
over $49,000 pursuant to a standard prevailing party’s clause in the contract.
Purchaser appealed. Seller cross-appealed (on the basis that the amount of attorneys’ fees
awarded was inadequate).
In issuing its opinion, the Illinois Appellate Court for the First District, Fifth Division
disagreed with the lower court’s determination that the purchaser had breached the contract,
finding that purchaser’s failure to present its plan for rezoning was excused by the fact that the
contract had previously been properly terminated by purchaser. Further, the court continued by
stating that “[e]ven if we agreed with the trial court’s findings that plaintiff was in breach of its
agreement, we would reverse [the lower court ruling for seller] on the independent ground that the
liquidated damages provision of the contract is unenforceable”. Id. at 749. The court cited Section
356(1) of the Restatement (Second) of Contracts:
Damages for breach by either party may be liquidated in the agreement but only at an
amount that is reasonable in the light of the anticipated or actual loss caused by the breach
and the difficulties of proof of loss. Id. at 749.
Purchaser argued in its appeal of the trial court’s ruling that the optional nature of the
liquidated damages provision constituted a penalty. “Plaintiff would contend that by reserving the
option to seek compensatory damages, defendant intends for the liquidated damages option to
operate only where it exceeds actual damages” Id. at 750. The appellate court agreed,
2
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distinguishing the facts in Grossinger from other cases where the other remedies which were
reserved to the aggrieved party were not monetary in nature.
Accordingly, since the liquidated damages provision was unenforceable, only actual
damages might be collected, and the ultimate sale of the property for $1,250,000 more than the
purchaser in Grossinger was to have paid negated that remedy. The court therefore held that
purchaser was entitled to the refund of its earnest money deposit since the liquidated damages
provision was unenforceable and seller suffered no actual damages. Id. at 752.
Finally, the appellate court held that because the contract provided that the prevailing party
was entitled to payment of its legal fees, the trial court erred in its award of legal fees to the seller.
“In light of our decision which returns the earnest money to plaintiff, plaintiff cannot be considered
the ‘unsuccessful party’ and defendant can no longer be considered the ‘prevailing party’ under
the contract.” Id. at 753. The case was remanded to the trial court for determination of the legal
fees, if any, to be awarded to the purchaser.
The following thirteen questions, and the corresponding discussion under Illinois law, track
the discussion points in the Carey article:
1.

MAY THE SELLER CHOOSE SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE INSTEAD OF
LIQUIDATED DAMAGES (SO THAT LIQUIDATED DAMAGES ARE NOT AN
EXCLUSIVE REMEDY)?

Generally speaking, the inclusion of a liquidated damages clause in a purchase and sale
agreement does not preclude a party from pursuing specific performance (or other equitable
remedies) under Illinois law:
“When there is no misunderstanding or misrepresentation between a purchaser and seller
who enter into a contract for the sale of real estate, specific performance is granted as a
matter of right and the fact that there is a provision in the contract that provides for
liquidated damages in the event of nonperformance does not, in and of itself, prevent the
decree of specific performance.”
O’Shield v. Lakeside Bank, 335 Ill. App. 3d 834, 841 (2002) (citing Kohrs v. Barth, 212 Ill. App.
3d 468, 471 (1991)); Rootberg v. Richard J. Brown Associates, Inc., 14 Ill. App. 3d 301, 303
(1973) (quoting same); see also Bauer v. Sawyer, 8 Ill. 2d 351, 358 (1956) (“In accordance with
our earlier and later decisions and with the weight of authority elsewhere…even if the provision
in question is construed as one for liquidated damages, the right to an injunction is not barred”);
Carr v. Butterworth, 219 Ill. App. 14, 20 (1920) (“When a contract for sale contains a provision
for liquidated damages in case of breach, a court of equity will not for that reason, alone, decline
to enforce it in a court of equity”); Koch v. Streuter, 218 Ill. 546, 553 (1905) (“The mere fact that
a contract stipulates for the payment of liquidated damages in case of failure to perform, does not
prevent a court of equity from decreeing specific performance”) (citing Lyman v. Gedney, 114 Ill.
388, 398 (1885)).
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However, a buyer and seller may agree to preclude specific performance by including in
the contract clear language indicating that the liquidated damages provision is to be the sole
remedy in the event of nonperformance. See O’Shield, 335 Ill. App. 3d at 841. “Although there
are no set or formulaic words…clear language that would bar specific performance includes
phrases that provide for ‘something more’ than the provision for liquidated damages itself –
phrases stating, for example, that the contract will become ‘null and void’ upon payment of a sum
indicated, or that payment is ‘in full of all claims of every kind and nature,’ or that payment is the
‘sole and exclusive remedy’ upon a failure to perform.” Id. (citing Davis v. Isenstein, 257 Ill. 260,
263 (1913); McDonagh S.C. v. Moss, 207 Ill. App. 3d 62, 65 (1990); and Coney v. Commercial
Nat’l Realty Co., 88 Ill. App. 3d 1026, 1028 (1980)).
2.

MAY THE SELLER CHOOSE ACTUAL DAMAGES INSTEAD OF LIQUIDATED
DAMAGES (SO THAT LIQUIDATED DAMAGES ARE NOT AN EXCLUSIVE
DAMAGE REMEDY)?

Recent cases conclude that inclusion of an optional liquidated damages remedy violates
the first prong of the liquidated damages test (see the discussion in Part 6, below) because it
indicates that the parties did not intend to stipulate or settle on agreed-upon damages in advance.
See Grossinger, supra; Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of Chi. v. Thorpe, 318 Ill. App. 3d
304, 313 (2000); Kay Gee Amusement Co. v. Cave, 177 Ill. App. 250, 254-5 (1913); Resource.
Tech. Corp. v. Congress. Dev. Co., 2003 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15418 at 14-15; M.L.G. Trust v.
Government of the Republic of Indon., 1994 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 14147 at 9. “[I]n essence, such an
optional liquidated damages provision fixes a minimum which must be paid from the buyer to the
seller, but leaves the door wide open to him to prove actual damage in addition to the so called
liquidated damage. This is no settlement at all and it permits the [seller] to have his cake and eat it
too.” Grossinger, 240 Ill. App. 3d at 751.
Since Grossinger, Illinois appellate courts have generally relied on Grossinger to find that
provisions that allow defendants the option to receive liquidated damages or to seek actual
damages are unenforceable as a penalty. See, e.g., Karimi v. 401 N. Wabash Venture, LLC, 952
N.E.2d 1278, 1287 (Ill. App. 2011). It should be noted, however, that there have been no Illinois
Supreme Court rulings on this matter and some earlier Appellate Court cases have held to the
contrary. Gryb v. Benson, 84 Ill. App. 3d 710, 712 (1980) (“The contract in the instant case gave
the plaintiffs as sellers an option to retain the earnest money as liquidated damages. But plaintiffs
instead chose to sue for their actual damages. This was the prerogative of plaintiffs under the clear
language of the contract.”); see also Lakshman v. Vecchione, 102 Ill. App. 3d 629, 633-4 (1981),
(“It is clear from the terms of paragraph 11 of the contract that it is defendants’ option to retain the
$3,000 earnest money deposit or to pursue any other legal or equitable remedy for breach of
contract”). In Kohenn v. Plantation Baking Co., 32 Ill. App. 3d 231, 236 (1975), the court did not
strike down the optional liquidated damages provision as an unenforceable penalty, but rather,
denied seller’s counterclaim for actual damages and only allowed the seller to retain the earnest
money. The court did not discuss the optional nature of the liquidated damages clause in the
contract.
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3.

IF THE SELLER MAY CHOOSE LIQUIDATED DAMAGES OR ACTUAL
DAMAGES, MAY IT HAVE BOTH?

Illinois courts have typically found that if a party is receiving liquidated damages, then it
is not entitled to seek additional monetary damages, even where the contract expressly allows for
the recovery of damages beyond liquidated damages. See Grossinger; also see Morris v. Flores,
174 Ill. App. 3d 504, 505, 507 (1988) (where the contract stated that the liquidated damages “shall
not be the exclusive remedy of seller, and seller shall retain all monies deposited without prejudice
to his other remedies,” the court allowed the seller to recover only liquidated damages, holding
that “the ‘other’ remedies refers to rights of a kind and character other than money damages” and
that “[i]t would be inconsistent to provide in the contract for liquidated damages and also allow a
party to pursue other remedies for money damages”); see also H&M Driver Leasing Services,
Unlimited, Inc. v. Champion Int’l Corp., 181 Ill. App. 3d 28, 31 (1989) (“Where a contract provides
that the breaching party must pay all damages caused by the breach as well as a specified sum in
addition thereto, the sum so specified…constitutes an unenforceable penalty”); Curtin v. Ogborn,
75 Ill. App. 3d 549, 555 (1979) (“[I]n the event of a default by the buyer, the earnest money may
be retained in full by the seller without reference to the actual damages which may have resulted
to the seller from the buyer’s default, but [the] seller is not entitled to any additional recovery”)
(citing Kohenn, 32 Ill. App. 3d at 236). Further, in one of the few cases in which an Illinois court
enforced an optional liquidated damages clause, the court expressly held that the seller was not
entitled to additional recovery if he exercised the option. See Gryb, 84 Ill. App. 3d at 712.
4.

IF THE SELLER MAY CHOOSE LIQUIDATED DAMAGES OR ACTUAL
DAMAGES, BUT NOT BOTH, WHEN MUST IT DECIDE?

The few courts in Illinois that have enforced optional liquidated damages clauses do not
expressly state when a seller must decide between liquidated or actual damages. However, in each
case, the seller elected its option before bringing suit (knowing, presumably, that its actual
damages would exceed the stated liquidated damages). In Lakshman, the seller chose not to
exercise its option of retaining the earnest deposit as liquidated damages (i.e., $3,000). See
Lakshman, 102 Ill. App. 3d at 634. There, actual damages would equal the amount of any
deficiency between the fair market value of the real estate on the date of the breach and the sales
price contracted for by the buyers, including reasonable costs and attorneys’ fees. Similarly, in
Gryb, sellers chose to bring suit for their actual damages of $3,000, which represented the
difference between the contract price and the resale price, rather than retaining their $1,000 earnest
money deposit. See Gryb, 84 Ill. App. 3d at 711.
5.

IS THERE AN APPLICABLE STATUTE ADDRESSING
DAMAGES CLAUSES?

LIQUIDATED

There is no Illinois statute addressing liquidated damages clauses in contracts for the sale
of real property.
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6.

WHAT IS THE TEST FOR A VALID LIQUIDATED DAMAGES CLAUSE?

In Illinois, a liquidated damages provision in a real estate contract is valid when (1) the
parties have intended to agree to the damages in advance, (2) the amount of liquidated damages is
a reasonable forecast of just compensation for the harm that is caused by the breach, and (3) the
actual damages would be uncertain in amount and difficult to prove. See Grossinger, 240 Ill. App.
3d at 749; see also Dallas v. Chi. Teachers Union, 408 Ill. App. 3d 420, 424 (2011); Berggren v.
Hill, 401 Ill. App. 3d 475, 480 (2010); Morris v. Flores, 174 Ill. App. 3d 504, 506 (1988); Jameson
Realty Group v. Kostner, 351 Ill. App. 3d 416 (2004); Bauer v. Sawyer, 8 Ill. 2d 351, 359 (1956);
Gobble v. Linder, 76 Ill. 157, 159 (1875). In determining reasonableness, some Illinois courts have
considered whether such predetermined damages would be “oppressive.” See Karimi, 952 N.E.2d
at 1290 (“The purpose of a liquidated damages provision is to provide parties with a reasonable
predetermined damages amount where actual damages may be difficult to ascertain. Courts
generally give effect to such provisions if the parties have expressed their agreement in clear and
explicit terms and there is no evidence of fraud or unconscionable oppression”); J.B. Lyon & Co.
v. Culbertson, Blair & Co., 83 Ill. 33, 43 (1876) (the sum agreed to be paid as liquidated damages
must be reasonable and not oppressive”); see also Scofield v. Tompkins, 95 Ill. 190, 194 (1880)
(“It would seem incredible to believe that sane parties could have understood and intended to pay
as damages $22,770, simply for a failure to pay that sum of money on a specified day…To believe
so would be absurd, and it would be highly oppressive to hold”).
7.

WHO HAS THE BURDEN OF PROOF?

Illinois courts impose the burden of proof on the party resisting the enforcement of the
liquidated damages provision to show that such provision is a penalty and not enforceable. See
Pav-Saver Corp. v. Vasso Corp., 143 Ill. App. 3d 1013, 1019 (1986) (“The burden of proving that
a liquidated damages clause is void as a penalty rests with the party resisting its enforcement”).
That was also the ruling in an Illinois Supreme Court case. Weiss v. United States Fidelity &
Guaranty Co., 300 Ill. 11, 16-17 (1921) (“The burden of proof in such case is on [the person being
sued for damages] to show that the contract provided for a penalty and not for liquidated damages,
where there is nothing upon the face of the contract that requires the court to make the legal finding
that the provision is for a penalty. Such a contract is prima facie evidence that the parties have
stipulated and agreed on the actual amount of damages that ought to be recovered for a breach,
and in the absence of evidence to the contrary the damages will be held to be liquidated damages”).
8.

AS OF WHEN IS “REASONABLENESS” TESTED?

Reasonableness is tested at the time of the making of the contract. See Karimi, at 1288.
(“The reasonableness of the amount, though, depends not on the actual damages suffered by the
non-breaching party, but on whether the amount reasonably forecasts and bears some relation to
the parties’ potential loss as determined at the time of contracting”); Christian Mills, Inc. v.
Berthold Stern Flour Co., 247 Ill. App. 1 (1927) (“The modern tendency of the courts seems to be
to consider reasonableness as the final test, and that as of the time of the making of the contract,
and not as of the time of the breach”). Certain of the courts which assert the three-part test above
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also provide that reasonableness is to be determined at the time of contracting. See, e.g.,
Grossinger, 240 Ill. App. 3d at 749.
9.

WHAT PERCENTAGE OF THE PURCHASE PRICE IS LIKELY ACCEPTABLE
AS LIQUIDATED DAMAGES?

Several Illinois courts have considered this question. See Karimi, 952 N.E.2d at 1288,
where earnest money of $328,269.60 (or 15% of the purchase price) was upheld to be a reasonable
sum as liquidated damages. Siegel v. Levy Organization Development Co., 182 Ill. App. 3d 859,
860 (1989) (upholding as reasonable a liquidated damages provision where the $320,000 earnest
money deposit represented 20% of the $1,600,000 purchase price); Curtin, 75 Ill. App. 3d at 555
(finding that a liquidated damages amount of just below 10% of the purchase price was reasonable,
where $8,500 in promissory notes were delivered on account of a $87,000 purchase price);
Berggren, 401 Ill. App. 3d at 481 (“The amount of 5% of the purchase price was reasonable at the
time the parties signed the contract, and the fact that plaintiff subsequently sold the property for a
lower price does not change that analysis”), where the earnest money was $82,500.
There is also a recent case where an Illinois court allowed the seller to retain earnest money
pursuant to a liquidated damages clause when the earnest money represented approximately 42%
of the purchase price. See Gardner v. Dolak, 2016 Ill App (3d) 140848-U (2016). Notably, the
buyer’s claim was found to be barred by laches because she waited six years to inform the seller
that she was no longer interested in purchasing the property, when the contract had an approval
period of only eighteen months. The court affirmed the trial court’s holding that the buyer
“forfeited the money under the liquidated damages clause” and found that the buyer’s
“unreasonable delay coupled with a decrease in property value defeats a claim for reimbursement.”
Id. at 11. The court allowed the seller to retain $55,000 in liquidated damages for a purchase price
of $130,000, but the court did not discuss the reasonableness of such percentage or amount.
There is no reported case in Illinois that has considered whether a lower percentage may
be an appropriate liquidated damages ceiling where the absolute dollars are more significant, but
that is a possibility.
10.

ARE ACTUAL DAMAGES RELEVANT FOR LIQUIDATED DAMAGES AND, IN
PARTICULAR, WILL LIQUIDATED DAMAGES BE ALLOWED WHEN THERE
ARE NO ACTUAL DAMAGES?

Absent a contract provision to the contrary, Illinois courts have found that actual damages
are not required in order to enforce a liquidated damages clause. See Hayden v. Keepper-Nagel,
Inc., 62 Ill. App. 3d 828, 830-31 (1978) (finding that the subsequent sale of real property to third
parties for the same price as under a contract not consummated by purchasers did not extinguish
the sellers’ claim for liquidated damages, it held that “the courts will uphold a liquidated damages
clause, even absent any proof of actual damages, where the parties have agreed to have the
damages provided in the contract ascertained on a particular basis and such provision is reasonable
at the time of contracting”) (citing Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp. v. Woods Amusement Corp.
304 F. Supp. 23 (N.D. Ill. 1969)). This principle has been articulated by the Illinois Supreme Court,
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albeit in a different context, i.e., in a case construing a construction contract. Weiss v. United States
Fidelity & Guaranty Co., 300 Ill. 11, 16 (1921) (“Where a contract provides for liquidated damages
at so much par day for delay in the performance of a building contract…it is not necessary in an
action for breach to allege actual damages from such delay, as plaintiff is entitled to rely on the
contract to show that damages at the rate stipulated will result from the breach”).
Note, however, that where that intention is set forth in the contract, the party seeking
recovery may have to prove actual damages. See Libby, McNeill & Libby v. Illinois Dist. Tel. Co.,
294 Ill. App. 93, 100 (1938) (“If no actual damage was suffered as a result of the breach, there
could be no damage subject to liquidation and the amount specified in the contract would have to
be held in that event to be a penalty…[b]efore plaintiff is entitled to recover liquidated damages it
must show some actual damage as a result of defendant’s default”). In this case, the agreement
provided that “it is hereby agreed if the District Company fails to perform such service and such
failure results in damage to the Subscriber…then in that event the District Company shall pay to
the Subscriber a sum equal to…as the fixed, settled, and liquidated damages of the Subscriber for
such failure.” Id. at 96.
11.

IS MITIGATION RELEVANT FOR LIQUIDATED DAMAGES?

There is no obligation to mitigate damages in the context of a liquidated damages provision
insofar as requiring the seller to attempt to sell the property. However, Illinois courts have found
reasons to disallow liquidated damage remedies where the claimant failed to take certain actions
or to amounts that the seller “receive[d].” In Newcastle Properties, Inc., v. Shalowitz, 221 Ill. App.
3d 716, 719 (1991), the court held that the seller had “knowingly and intentionally relinquished its
right to collect $109,500 in liquidated damages” because it failed to collect the earnest money by
drawing upon a letter of credit before it expired. At 726-27. Although the court found it
unnecessary to address the mitigation doctrine, it explained that “if the seller had mitigated its
damages by presenting the letter of credit, $109,500 would have been ‘theretofore paid’” and thus
would have met the required terms of the liquidated damages provision. Id. at 727. Because the
earnest money was only “payable” under the letter of credit prior to its expiration (as opposed to
“paid”), the purchaser was not liable for the earnest money as liquidated damages. Similarly, a
bankruptcy court applying Illinois law considered, in Brown v. Real Estate Res. Mgmt., LLC (In
re Polo Builders, Inc.), 388 B.R. 338, 367 (2008), that the plaintiff (a trustee selling a debtor’s real
property) intentionally did not collect the buyer’s earnest money deposit at the time of executing
the purchase agreement because the buyer had informed him that it was not in a position to provide
the earnest money deposit. At the time of the buyer’s breach, the plaintiff had still not “received”
the earnest money, and thus the court, applying Newcastle, did not allow the plaintiff to recover it
as liquidated damages given the language of the liquidated damages clause.
12.

IS A “SHOTGUN” LIQUIDATED DAMAGES CLAUSE ENFORCEABLE?

Shotgun clauses are generally not enforceable in Illinois. “When a contract specifies a
single sum in damages for any and all breaches even though it is apparent that all are not of the
same gravity, the specification is not a reasonable effort to estimate damages.” GK Dev., Inc. v.
Iowa Malls Fin. Corp., 3 N.E.3d 804, 822-23 (Ill. App. Ct. 2013) (citing Lake River Corp. v.
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Carborundum Co., 769 F.2d 1284, 1290 (7th Cir. 1985)). ("When a contract specifies a single
sum in damages for any and all breaches even though it is apparent that all are not of the same
gravity, the specification is not a reasonable effort to estimate damages; and when in addition the
fixed sum greatly exceeds the actual damages likely to be inflicted by a minor breach, its character
as a penalty becomes unmistakable." At 823. Also see, Jameson Realty Group v. Kostner, 351 Ill.
App. 3d 416, 424 (2004) ("[T]he damages contained in a liquidated damages clause must be for a
specific amount for a specific breach"). The Seventh Circuit has also noted that under Illinois
law,"[i]f the amount of damages is invariant to the gravity of the breach, the clause is probably not
a reasonable attempt to estimate actual damages and thus is likely a penalty." Checkers Eight Ltd.
Pshp. v. Hawkins, 241 F.3d 558, 562 (7th Cir. 2001). Nevertheless, if the sum in a shotgun clause
is found to be “reasonable in light of any losses that could have been anticipated at the time of the
contract,” then it may be enforceable. See Siegel (upholding the following clause where the parties
believed that the earnest money would be adequate to cover any potential losses under the contract:
“If [P]urchaser defaults on any of purchaser’s covenants or obligations hereunder, then all sums
theretofore paid to seller (including without limitation earnest money and payments for Extras) by
purchaser shall be forfeited as liquidated damages and shall be retained by seller”). 182 Ill. App
3d at 862.
13.

DOES A LIQUIDATED DAMAGES CLAUSE PRECLUDE RECOVERY OF
ATTORNEYS’ FEES BY THE SELLER?

In Illinois, an unsuccessful party in a lawsuit is generally not responsible for the prevailing
party’s attorneys’ fees, absent contractual language providing for the award of such fees. See
Grossinger, 240 Ill. App 3d at 751. Yet, even where the applicable contract includes express
language providing for awarding legal fees, there is a surprising lack of uniformity in the manner
in which Illinois courts have addressed this issue in the case of liquidated damages clauses. Some
Illinois courts have allowed the recovery of both attorneys’ fees and liquidated damages, while
other Illinois courts have not. For example, in Penske Truck Leasing Co., L.P. v. Chemetco, Inc.,
311 Ill. App. 3d 447, 453 (2000), the court upheld a liquidated damages clause as well as the circuit
court’s calculation of 15% of that amount being added for attorneys’ fees. However, in Curtin, 75
Ill. App. 3d at 355, the court reversed an award of $150 in attorneys’ fees, holding that the earnest
money, which constituted liquidated damages, should have included such fees. It is not clear from
the decision whether there was an express provision entitling the prevailing party to collect legal
fees. In Grossinger, attorneys’ fees in favor of seller were disallowed where the liquidated
damages provision was held to be unenforceable, but only because the seller was no longer the
“prevailing party” under the contract. Notably, the court remanded the case to the trial court for
determination of the amount of attorneys’ fees to be awarded to the buyer under the terms of the
contract. Id. at 753. In H&M Driver Leasing Services, Unlimited, Inc. v. Champion Int’l Corp.,
181 Ill. App. 3d 28 (1989), the circuit court had awarded the plaintiff both liquidated damages and
attorneys’ fees, but the appellate court reversed on the grounds that the liquidated damages
provision was a penalty, and remanded the award of attorneys’ fees to be recalculated in
accordance with Illinois law. In Lakshman, 102 Ill. App. 3d at 635, where the contract contained
an optional liquidated damages clause but seller opted not to retain the earnest money, the court
allowed the seller to collect attorneys’ fees.
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CONCLUSION
The cases demonstrate that Illinois courts will generally enforce contracts as written and
defer to the clearly-stated intention of the parties. If, however, actual damages are expressly made
available as a remedy, then there is a strong likelihood that even a well-drafted optional liquidated
damages provision will be disallowed.
As an additional irony, where the earnest money has been ordered to be refunded to the
purchaser and is no longer available because of the inclusion of a provision entitling a seller to
collect actual damages, it is certainly possible to imagine a scenario where the seller is left emptyhanded, because the purchaser is an undercapitalized entity. Would a court seek to avoid that
result if the underlying facts indicated that was a real possibility? I have found no Illinois case
which considers that, but this outcome might serve as a strong argument to resist inclusion of actual
damages as an additional remedy.
Indeed, in this author’s experience in representing purchasers and sellers in real estate
transactions, it is hard to remember more than a small handful of instances of contracts where
actual damages were even available as a seller remedy. The notion that liquidated damages are an
option or alternative to actual damages is not typically encountered in arm’s length commercial
real estate contracts; most sophisticated buyers and sellers are content to negotiate an amount of
liquidated damages that will fairly compensate the seller if the purchaser is unable, or unwilling,
to perform.
Regardless, in negotiating remedial provisions in purchase and sale agreements, knowledge
of the law and careful draftsmanship will limit disappointment to clients and embarrassment to
(and possible exposure on the part of) their counsel.
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Acquisitions Committee: Liquidated Damages Project in Louisiana
Marie A. Moore, Amanda R. Russo and Leopold Z. Sher,
Sher Garner Cahill Richter Klein & Hilbert LLC, New Orleans, LA

As part of the ACREL Acquisitions Committee’s Liquidated Damages Project, we have
the following report on Louisiana law with respect to liquidated damages (termed stipulated
damages in the Louisiana Civil Code) in purchase agreements and to some extent, other types of
contracts.
Generally, stipulated damages are enforceable in Louisiana, and the buyer’s deposit may
be retained by the seller as its damages upon the buyer’s breach if the contract permits that
remedy. However, Louisiana Civil Code article 2012 permits a Louisiana court to modify the
stipulated amount if the court finds that amount “so manifestly unreasonable as to be contrary to
public policy.”
Responses to the Committee’s specific questions are as follows:
1.

MAY THE SELLER CHOOSE SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE INSTEAD OF LIQUIDATED
DAMAGES IN LOUISIANA (SO THAT LIQUIDATED DAMAGES ARE NOT AN
EXCLUSIVE REMEDY)?

Yes, under Louisiana Civil Code article 2007, a seller may choose “either stipulated
damages or performance of the principal obligation,” but may not choose both unless “the
damages have been stipulated for mere delay.”
As an example of the application of article 2007, in Rabin v. Blazas, the seller of a house
filed a breach of contract lawsuit against the purchaser who failed to deposit a sum of $5,500 in
liquidated damages with the seller’s agent within 48 hours of the acceptance of the offer as
required under the contract. 537 So. 2d 221, 222 (La. App. 4th Cir. 1988). At a bench trial,
judgment was rendered in the plaintiff’s favor for an amount of $12,500.00 plus costs, including,
$5,500.00 for breach of contract and $5,500.00 for liquidated damages. Id.
The purchaser appealed and contended that the court erred in awarding plaintiff damages
in excess of the contractual liquidated damages amount. Id. at 223. The court stated that the
buyer is liable only for either the liquidated damages or specific performance, but not both. La.
Civ. Code art. 2007; Rabin, 537 So. 2d at 223. If the parties fix the liquidated damages amount
and the non-breaching party chooses to exercise the liquidated damages clause, this means that
the non-breaching party may only receive the liquidated damages amount, regardless of the
greater amount of the actual damages. Rabin, 537 So. 2d at 223. The plaintiff chose the
liquidated damages provision; consequently, the plaintiff was not entitled to anything more. Id.
at 224.
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2.

MAY THE SELLER CHOOSE ACTUAL DAMAGES INSTEAD OF LIQUIDATED DAMAGES (SO
THAT LIQUIDATED DAMAGES ARE NOT AN EXCLUSIVE DAMAGE REMEDY?

No. In Grimsley v. Lenox, the trial court awarded the plaintiff seller actual damages in
the amount of $15,000.00 despite the fact that the purchase agreement stipulated damages at
$500.00, which was the amount of the deposit. 93-1618, p. 1 (La. App. 3 Cir. 9/14/94); 643 So.
2d 203, 204. The Louisiana Court of Appeal for the Third Circuit reversed the trial court’s
judgment and held that the defendants only had to forfeit their $500.00 deposit to the plaintiff in
accordance with the language in the purchase agreement. Id. at 206. In reaching its decision, the
appellate court explained that a “stipulated damages clause fixes the amount of all damages that
may be recovered, and actual damages may not be awarded.” Id. See also, Lombardo v.
Deshotel, 94-1172 (La. 11/30/04), 647 So. 2d 1086; Rabin, supra.
Although the Grimsley case is a residential real estate purchase agreement, a court would
probably be less forgiving of a commercial seller. This means that a commercial seller would
likely have fewer remedies, not more. Thus, if a residential seller is not entitled to actual
damages when liquidated damages are stipulated, a commercial seller surely will not be entitled
to actual damages instead of those stipulated damages. Grimsley illustrates the court’s refusal to
permit a seller to receive actual damages if it previously agreed to a liquidated damages clause.
3.
IF THE SELLER MAY CHOOSE LIQUIDATED
DAMAGES OR ACTUAL DAMAGES, MAY IT HAVE BOTH?
No. The entire purpose of agreeing to a liquidated damages clause is to substitute the
liquidated amount for a calculation of actual damages. It is supposed to approximate the parties’
actual damages in advance and to “help ease the burden of proving loss.” Henderson v. Ayo,
2011-1605, p. 8 (La. App. 4 Cir. 6/13/12); 96 So. 3d 641, 646 (citations omitted). For a court to
award both liquidated damages and actual damages would be a form of double recovery that is
not permitted by Louisiana courts. See Mobley v. Mobley, 37-364, p. 6 (La. App. 2 Cir. 8/20/03);
852 So. 2d 1136, 1139-40 (citation omitted); La. Civ. Code art. 2005, cmt. (c).
4.
IF THE SELLER MAY CHOOSE LIQUIDATED DAMAGES OR
ACTUAL DAMAGES, BUT NOT BOTH, WHEN MUST IT DECIDE?
The seller may not choose actual damages over liquidated damages if liquidated damages
were agreed upon.
5.

IS THERE AN APPLICABLE STATUTE ADDRESSING LIQUIDATED DAMAGES CLAUSES?

Yes. Louisiana Civil Code articles 2005 through 2011, enacted in 1984 and effective
January 1, 1985, as part of overall revisions to the Civil Code Conventional Obligations or
Contracts Articles, govern stipulated (liquidated) damages and provide as follows:
Art. 2005. Secondary obligation
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Parties may stipulate the damages to be recovered in case of nonperformance, defective
performance, or delay in performance of an obligation.
That stipulation gives rise to a secondary obligation for the purpose of enforcing the
principal one.
Art. 2006. Nullity of the principal obligation.
Nullity of the principal obligation renders the stipulated damages clause null.
Nullity of the stipulated damages clause does not render the principal obligation null.
Art. 2007. Stipulated damages or performance.
An obligee may demand either the stipulated damages or performance of the principal
obligation, but he may not demand both unless the damages have been stipulated for
mere delay.
Art. 2008. Failure to perform justified.
An obligor whose failure to perform the principal obligation is justified by a valid excuse
is also relieved of liability for stipulated damages.
Art. 2009. Obligee not bound to prove damage.
An obligee who avails himself of a stipulated damages clause need not prove the actual
damage caused by the obligor’s nonperformance, defective performance, or delay in
performance.
Art. 2010. Obligor put in default.
An obligee may not avail himself of a clause stipulating damages for delay unless the
obligor has been put in default.
Art. 2011. Benefit from partial performance.
Stipulated damages for nonperformance may be reduced in proportion to the benefit
derived by the obligee from any partial performance rendered by the obligor.
Art. 2012. Stipulated damages may not be modified.
Stipulated damages may not be modified by the court unless they are so manifestly
unreasonable as to be contrary to public policy.
6.

WHAT IS THE TEST FOR A VALID LIQUIDATED DAMAGES CLAUSE?
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The test for a valid liquidated damages provision in Louisiana is whether it is not so
“manifestly unreasonable” as to be against public policy. La. Civ. Code art. 2012. See also
Indus. Mar. Carriers, Inc. v. Holnam Inc., 1991 A.M.C. 2196, 2197 (E.D. La. 1991).
In
Mobley, the court explained that the purpose of liquidated damages is to “reasonably
approximate” the damages that will be suffered, but that these damages are not supposed to be
penal in nature. 852 So. 2d at 1139 (citation omitted). When analyzing whether a liquidated
damages clause is valid or reasonable, the court will determine whether the parties to the contract
attempted to approximate what the damages would be, Id., then give the liquidated damages
clause effect only if the “court deems it to be a true approximation of actual damages.” La. Civ.
Code art. 2005, cmt. (c).
7.

WHO HAS THE BURDEN OF PROOF?

If one party is seeking to enforce a liquidated damages provision, and if the other party
believes the stipulated damages provision would constitute a penalty, then the party resisting the
enforcement (generally the purchaser in a purchase agreement case) has the burden of proving
that the provision constitutes an impermissible penalty. Indus. Mar. Carriers, Inc., 1991 A.M.C.
at 2197 (citations omitted).
8.

AS OF WHEN IS “REASONABLENESS” TESTED?

Neither the Civil Code nor the cases point to a date as of which “reasonableness” is
tested. In practice, the court generally considers the actual damages at the time of the breach.
See Philippi v. Viguerie, 606 So. 2d 577, 579 (La. App. 5th Cir. 1992). But when presented an
argument by the buyer that liquidated damages are unreasonably greater than the actual damages,
the seller could certainly assert that when the contract was executed, the liquidated damage were
a reasonable and knowing approximation by the parties of the anticipated damages.
9.

WHAT PERCENTAGE OF THE PURCHASE PRICE IS
LIKELY ACCEPTABLE AS LIQUIDATED DAMAGES?

Although Louisiana courts have not established a specific percentage of a sale price as
acceptable liquidated damages, in Philippi, the court held that if the liquidated damages are too
close in value to the purchase price, it is considered “manifestly unreasonable.” 606 So. 2d at
578. In that case, the buyer purchased shares of stock in a company for a total purchase price of
$141,000.00, and to ensure the goodwill was truly transferred to the buyer, the parties entered
into a non-competition agreement. Id. Under the non-competition agreement, the seller was
prohibited from engaging in any competitive business in a twelve-parish area in Louisiana and a
two-county area in Mississippi. Id. Additionally, the purchaser agreed not to expand the
business to the Hattiesburg, Mississippi, or the Alexandria, Louisiana, areas, because the seller
intended to do business in those areas. Id. The non-competition agreement provided for
stipulated damages of $1,000 for each violation of the agreement. Id. at 579. The seller violated
the non-competition agreement, and the buyer sought injunctive relief and damages. Id. The
trial court found that the seller had violated the agreement 137 times, but it held that the total
stipulated damages amount of $137,000 payable by reason of the 137 violations was manifestly
unreasonable and contrary to public policy. Id. It therefore reduced the stipulated damages to
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$200.00 per violation, bringing the total amount of damages awarded to $27,400.00. Id. The
court noted that the total gross sales made by seller in the 137 violations totaled $54,572.16, but
the liquidated damages total at the $1,000.00 price per violation would have amounted to
$137,000.00. Id. at 580. Because the trial court’s factual determinations were not manifestly
erroneous, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeal of Louisiana affirmed its decision. Id.
10.

ARE ACTUAL DAMAGES RELEVANT FOR LIQUIDATED DAMAGES AND, IN PARTICULAR,
WILL LIQUIDATED DAMAGES BE ALLOWED WHEN THERE ARE NO ACTUAL DAMAGES?

Yes, only to the determination whether the liquidated damages stipulated are “manifestly
unreasonable.” A clause stating the amount of liquidated damages will be enforced regardless of
the extent of the actual damages, unless the liquidated damages are so manifestly unreasonable
that they are against public policy. La. Civ. Code art. 2005, 2012. Thus, if there are no actual
damages, or if the actual damages are far less than the liquidated damages, it is likely that a court
will not enforce the liquidated damages clause.
The purpose of a liquidated damages clause is to fix the amount of damages in advance,
which is intended eliminates the burden of proving loss because there is no requirement of proof
of actual or pecuniary damage to enforce the liquidated damages clause. Henderson, 96 So. 3d
at 646 (citations omitted). Liquidated damages may not be assessed as a penalty. Indus. Mar.
Carriers, Inc., 1991 A.M.C. at 2197 (citations omitted). This means that even if damages were
agreed on by the parties to the contract, the court may modify that agreement if the liquidated
damages are “so manifestly unreasonable as to be contrary to be against public policy.” La. Civ.
Code art. 2012. The court explained that the purpose of liquidated damages is to “reasonably
approximate” the damages that will be suffered, but they are not supposed to be penal in nature.
Mobley, 852 So. 2d at 1139-40 (citation omitted). When analyzing whether a liquidated
damages clause is valid or reasonable, the court determines whether the parties to the contract
attempted to approximate the actual damages, Id., and it will only give the liquidated damages
clause effect is the “court deems it to be a true approximation of actual damages.” La. Civ. Code
art. 2005, cmt. (c).
For example, if the amount owed under the stipulated damages clause is double the
amount of actual damages, the court might find the stipulated damages clause to be so manifestly
unreasonable as to be against public policy. In Philippi, the seller would have owed the buyer
liquidated damages of $137,000.00. 606 So. 2d at 580. However, because the actual sales
amount that accrued from the violations was only $54,572.16, the court reduced the amount of
damages to $27,400. Id. at 579-80.
11.

IS MITIGATION RELEVANT FOR LIQUIDATED DAMAGES?

No. A seller does not have a duty to mitigate damages when the parties have agreed to
liquidated damages. Lombardo, supra, 94-1172, p. 9, 647 So. 2d at 1092.
In Lombardo, a seller sued a purchaser for specific performance, but later sold the
property to a third party for far less than the original sale price, then asked the court for actual
damages rather than stipulated damages. 647 So. 2d at 1086. The trial court held that the seller
was right in selling the property to a third party because the seller had a duty to mitigate;
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consequently, that court held that the liquidated damages clause no longer bound the seller and
that the seller could receive actual damages. Id. at 1088. However, the court of appeal reversed
the trial court, and held that the seller was still bound by the stipulated damages clause. Id. The
Supreme Court of Louisiana affirmed the court of appeal’s reversal. Id.
The Supreme Court held that the duty to mitigate does not apply when the parties have
agreed to stipulated damages. Id. at 1091. Although Civil Code Article 2002 requires an obligee
to make reasonable efforts to mitigate the damage caused by the obligor’s failure to perform, this
article only applies if the obligee’s failure to mitigate will result in the obligor having to pay
more damages. Id. at 1092. The court explained that when the damages are stipulated, failure to
mitigate does not subject the obligor to more liability since the damages have already been
agreed upon. Id. Thus, the seller was bound by the stipulated damages clause. Id.
12.

IS A “SHOTGUN” LIQUIDATED DAMAGES CLAUSE ENFORCEABLE?

No. Louisiana cases have used the term “shotgun” in connection with liquidated or other
types of damages.
13.

DOES A LIQUIDATED DAMAGES CLAUSE PRECLUDE RECOVERY OF
ATTORNEYS’ FEES BY THE SELLER?

Whether a seller can recover attorneys’ fees from the buyer for its breach depends on
whether the contract provides for attorneys’ fees, not whether it provides for liquidated damages.
A contract may provide for both liquidated damages and attorney’s fees. For example, in Rabin,
the purchase agreement provided for “attorney’s fees and costs regardless of whether liquidated
damages or specific performance is granted.” 537 So. 2d at 224. The trial court awarded
attorney’s fees of $1,000.00 plus costs in addition to the award of liquidated damages. This
portion of the award was not challenged, and the court of appeal found no issue with it. Id. On
the other hand, in Grimsley, the court of appeal reversed the award of attorney’s fees and held
that the plaintiff was entitled only to the $500.00 deposit as liquidated damages because that was
all that was provided for in the contract. 643 So. 2d at 206.
CONCLUSION
Louisiana’s Civil Code states that liquidated damages stipulated in a contract are
enforceable unless so “manifestly unreasonable” as to be contrary to “public policy.” La. Civil
Code arts 2005, 2012. Consequently, a Louisiana court will give effect to a purchase agreement
provision that characterizes the deposit as liquidated or stipulated damages and will award the
seller exactly that deposit amount upon a default unless the purchaser can show that the award of
the deposit amount is “manifestly unreasonable.”
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In the Aftermath of the Notre Dame de Paris Fire
Originally published in The Rooftop Project in April 2016

In the wake of the tragic fire in France overnight, we are releasing In the Aftermath of the Notre Dame de Paris
Fire, the latest in our series of occasional essays under the banner Rooftop Views. The essay is available now
by clicking here.
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office at jaburgess@acrel.org or (310) 816-9811 and she can provide phone and email contact for
each of our sponsors.
GOLD SPONSOR: First American Title Insurance Company

Contact: Sally French Tyler | 714.250.3405| sftyler@firstam.com
Evan M. Zanic | 412.391.0858 | ezanic@firstam.com
First American Title Insurance Company facilitates and streamlines real estate transactions by providing
comprehensive title insurance protection and professional settlement services.
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commercial property professionals, homebuilders and developers, title agencies and legal professionals
close transactions. Find out more about our products and services, and how First American can help you
streamline your transaction and protect your investment.
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by email.
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